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Black Panther running free in the show ring at Falon Farm. The 
rare, pure-black Arabian Stallion was highlight of Lower Van­
couver Island Horse Club, ^Terry Fox Day% fund raising event.
Tom Croiik Photo
■ byJlM TANG ^ ; ;
It turned out to be all that had been 
hoped, and a little bit more.
Boosted by a new million-dollar grand­
stand facility and Sunday racing, the fourth 
summer-long standard bred meeting at 
Sandown was a smashing success. When the 
returns were in from the record-setting last 
day on Sunday, the meet mutuel total was 
pegged at $11,467,532 for the 71 days — a 
daily average of $161,515 which represents a 
gain of 33.7 per cent and will almost cer­
tainly give Sandown Raceway the distinction 
of showing the biggest 1981 increase of any 
horse-racing meet in Canada.
Sunday’s memorable windup brought 
another milestone when the 2,622 fans, who 
also established a one-race record with a last- 
race investment of $51,179, gave Sandown 
harness-racing its first $250,000 day by 
ringing up $252,146 on the mutuel machines.
Erasing the previous high of $223,890, set 
only 24 hours earlier, it was the fourth 
$200,000 day of the last week, a finish which 
saw the daily average surge past the $160,000 
which was a tentative hope when the meet 
opened in mid-May.
Onlv two of the 71 days produced mutuel 
totals of less than $120,000 ~- the $113,838 
of the first Thursday and the $119,573 of the 
second Tuesday. For comparison, 1980 had 
13, out of 65, days with a mutuel handle of 
less than $100,000 and 29 others when the 
total was less thtin $ 120,000.
Attendiince increased by more than 18 per 
cent, to a dttily average of 1,752, and the 
daily per-fan average increased from $81 to 
$92.
No big gain could have been expected 
without the new facilities but Sunday racing, 
the first in 11.C., may have been an cven- 
bigger factor.
Sundity business was handily the best, the 
18 Sabbath cards averaging more than 
$185,000, a gain of almost 75 per cent on the 
1980 hriday nights, which were replaced by 
Sunday afternoon racing.
The 18, Saturdays averaged almost 
$177,000 with some evidence that they were 
somewhat afl'ected by Sunday racing, The 
Saturday gain on 1980 was a bit more than 
18 per ceiti while Tlttirsdays, which averaged 
$141,000, were 28 per cent better than last 
year and Tuesday's gained almost 22 per cent 
to$131.000.
Payoffs also helped boost mutuel totals 
with Sandown enjoying the best of both 
worlds. The percentage of winning favorites 
was normal but Triactor and Exactor 
rewards were exciting enough to .stimulate 
both winner and loser. Triactor payoffs, 
which ranged from $30.60 to $4,488.90 and 
also included balaitccrs of $3,995, $2,727, 
$7,093 nnrl eiphi others of more than $1,000. 
averaged $582. Perhaps even more 
remarkable. Exactors averaged more than 
.$71 with 117 of more than $100 including
$1,030, $946, $747, $660 and $51Twindfalls.
But there is more tb remember than' 
mutuel totals and payoffs. More than 70 
drivers and more than 500 horses raced, and 
there was noteworthy competition and 
accomplishment.
Keith Linton, certainly one of Canada’s 
smartest reinsmen, did the expected and won 
driving honors. But it wasn’t easy. He was 
far out in front in victories with 81 but John 
Glen, who spent last summer paying hockey 
in Australia, and Bill Babineau, a newcomer 
who started his driving career at Sandown 
this year, were close in the Universal Drivers 
Rating System, which decides meet titles.
Joe Hudon, runaway winner in 1980, 
campaigned in California this summer and 
drove only on getaway day, winning once 
and showing twice in nine trips. He came to 
Sandown to pilot his entry, Windridge 
Andy, in the B.C. Sires Stakes for two-year- 
old colts and geldings and picked up the 12 
per cent third share of the $7,980 pot.
There were a number of candidates for 
equine honors, like Senga Gaygirl, Western 
Canada’s leading marc last year with ear­
nings of $63,695, which lowered the track 
record for the mile to 1:58 2/5, and Royal 
Accord, the ornery New Zealand-bred which 
misbehaved badly until the .starting gate 
moved and then concentrated on running to 
win seven times and show once in its first 
nine starts.
There were also the lO-timc winners E.xel 
li. Arnold and Silent Slade, which ran two or 
three notches below ability because at 14 it 
was only a few luonths away from com­
pulsory retirement and owner Jim O’Dwyor 
had no real fears about losing his stable star 
to a claim. But there were no better claims 
for horse-of-the-meei honors than those of 
Armbro Vanc.s.sa and Jolly Jo Irish.
A four-year-old mare with earning.s of 
more than $57,000 in two years of racing, 
Armbro Vanessa was 5-5-3 in 18 starts aginsl 
Sandown's best and whipped Senga Gaygirl 
twice and Magnus Almahurst three times 
while adding more than $16,(KK) to earnings.
Jolly Jo Irish has to rate, on performance, 
as the most promising newcomer to show at 
.Sandown this year. Unraced as a two-year- 
old, the thrce-ycar-old chestnut gelding 
made its debut on July 19 and fini,shed 
second in 2:09 4/5. It wound up 3-5-1 for 
nine starts, the last two of three straight 
victories coming in preferred events against 
older with the first .stepped in 2:011/5, a 
truly impres.sivc time for an eighth start.
The presence of this kind of youtig stock 
means more to the future of siandardbrcd 
racing in B.C. than the incrcar.cd mtuucl 
totals. While neither Armbro Vanessa nor 
Jolly Jo Irish is a B.C. bred, there were many 
pnn'inchilly-prnfhired young pacers to show 
that B.C. standardbred breeding has grown 
and improved remarkably in the past two or 
three years.
“It’s just great,” which came from Jim 
Keeliri'g7''The^^^^ G septuagenerian who
moved west in 1975 to begin a harness-racing 
operation at Cloverdale and then in a try to 
give B.C., owners year-around racing in 
their own province, gambled on summer- 
long racing at Sandown.
He’s looking ahead, to a fifth Sandown 
meet next year. , ,,
By CRANIA IJTWIN
North S a a n i c h 




nowhere to go but up.
According to school 
superintendent 
Claude Campbell a 
health report released 
last spring cited a 
school population of 
670 as the absolute 
maximum.
Enrolment now 
stands at 707 
following last week’s 
registrations.
The report from the 





were not adequate for 
such a number.
Staff presented a 
number of alter­
natives Monday night 
to solve the situation 
— among them was a 
suggestion to bus 
students to Royal Oak 
which has a large 
portion of empty class 
space.
The school board 
Monday liight 
decided, however, to 
move a portable (with 
washroom facilities 
attached) to the 
school. This would 
solve the health 
problem but not
overcrowding. A 
portable will also be 
brought to McTavish 
school.
Trustee Lois Walsh 
told the meeting that 
the congestion is a 
“real concern that 
we’ve got to adress 
really soon.”
She went on to say 
that classes of 31 are 
over-powering in the 
physical space 
provided and that on 
a recent visit to an art 
class of 35 she “could 
hardly breath” 
because of the 
closeness.
Walsh added that 
many more children 
than have already 
done so would like to 
register for band but 
the enrolment is just 
too steep.
Several weeks ago 
the board received a 
warning from the 
Wo rk er ’ s Com­
pensation Board 
saying that the band 
instructor at North 
Saanich was in danger 
of hearing damage 
due to extremely high 
noise levels.
The high levels were 
caused by large 
numbers of students 
playing instruments at 
one time in a room 




pointed otil by the 
trustee was the class 
which has had to be 
located on a stage at 
the end of the gym 
with only light par­
titions for walls.
“It’s fine right now 
but when the good 
weather ends a class 
won’t be able to 
operate with 100 
child re n taking 
physical exercise” on 
the other side of 
flimsy partition, she 
said.
Trustee Walsh 
suggested that a band 
portable be ordered 
for the school after 
seeking Ministry of 
Education approval, 
but the board decided 
to have staff look into 
the matter first.
Walsh concluded 
that because of the 
crowding s o m e 
“programs cannot be 
offered” to all 
children such as 
physical exercise every 
day.-'.
Board chairman: 
Gerry Kristianson told 
the, : rnecting;^ t 
: portable : classrooms;; 
and washroom 
facilities are only a. 
“palliative to relieve 
the pressure for a 
while.”
“It is only going to 
get worse.”
Jennifer Lindsay, 
16, of 2189 Henry 
Street, Sidney, 
returned from the 
Cowal Highland 
Gathering in Dunoon, 
Scotland, last week, 
after earning (he 
W o r 1 d J It n i o r 
Clitimpioship of 
highliind dancing.
The local lass has 
been dancing for 
about eight yetirs and 
hits been a competitor 
at the world cham- 
piotiships for the past 
three. In 1979, her 
first year of world 
competition. Jennifer 
fintiishcd in fifth 
place, Last year, she 
finishetl fourth, after 
winning the Scottish 
chatnpionship.
During both those 
years of juvenile 
division competition, 
Jennifer had difficulty 
with muscle spasms in 
her legs, causing her 
withdrawal from 
competition at one 
point. This year, she 
was fortunate, and the 
plaguing injuries did 
not reappear until the 
final daticcs, and then 
not seriously enough 
lu luiii her ch.mcc:, for 
a world title.
During an interview 
at h''*r parent's home 
Sunday, Jennifer 
remarked, "It is very 
difficult to Tctain lo|)
conditioning during 
the wcck-long stay in 
Scotland. Living in a 
hotel makes it hard to 
maintain a proper 
diet. Even miore 
difficult is the 
maintainance of the 
rigorous practice 
sc.s:sions dancers arc 
acustomed to at 
home; and of course, 
becoming acclimat- 
i/ed to the new en­
vironment.”
M iss Lindsay 
defeated 68 cotn- 
petitors to earn the 
Junior Division 
crown, 16 of whom 
were fellow
Canadians. Other 
ent rant s in the 






and her dance in­
structor, Adeline 
Duncan, accompanied 
her to the com­
petitions. She didn’t 
think it was much of a 
holiday for her 
m o t h c r, u n - 
fortunately, but said it 
was definitely it plus 
To have her imTructov 
at the meet. “Adeline 
is an excellent coach,” 




Sidney's Jennifer Lindsay 
cUampUm,
World Junior Highland dance
Tom Croiik
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Sod turning sets go ahead for building in downtown Sidney
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey had a few 
minutes to practice at the controls of a backhoe 
Friday afternoon before officially turning the 
first sod for the yet-to-be named five-storey 
building that will soon be rising on the Mitchell 
and Anderson site at Beacon and Second.
The mayor dug a small hole in the bare 
ground, no sod having grown there for many 
years, and the guests moved over to the refresh­
ment table. In the meantime a much larger 
backhoe, at the opposite corner of the lot, was 
already well started on the excavation.
Tidman Construction Ltd. and Westcoast 
Savings Credit Union have joined forces to put 
up the building. Actual construction is being 
done by Campbell Construction Ltd., of 
Victoria.
There is no firm price yet for the contract, 
but it is expected to be in the $8 million range. 
Target date for completion is the beginning of 
November next year, but the contractor is 
hoping to beat that.
The building will have an underground 
parking lot, a shopping mall, with 40,000 
square feet of retail space, and four floors of 
condominiums. On top will be a penthouse with 
recreation area, whirlpool and sauna baths and 
sunroom. Design is by Victoria architect Vic 
Davies and Bas Smith.
Westcoast Savings will have a branch in the 
building, its first on the Peninsula, although 
Ridger Lutz, the credit union’s chief executive 
officer, is a North Saanich resident.
Entries for a contest to name the building 
closed on Tuesday, and will be Judged on 
Saturday.
Mayor Norma Sealey took the controls 
of a backhoe on Friday afternoon to ^'turn 
the first sod” for the new building on the 
Mitchell & Anderson site. Looking on are, 
from left, Ron Tidman of Tidman Con­
struction, Ken Farey of Campbell Con­
struction and Rodger Lutz and Dr. Mark 
Loken of Westcoast Savings Credit Union. 
Tidman Construction and Westcoast 
Savings are participating in the develop­
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Come and meet new people and have fun while you learn.
For more information call 656-4533.
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2.159 BEACON AVE,
AUDMOIUC CJOIxF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. und 
West Sniinliii Road, Sidney 
A co/.y, y-lioler, ideal for fiunilies, beauiiful scenery, 
chihs and carl rentals, picnic and barbecue facilities, 
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SIDNEY TRAVEI.DDGE, 2280 Ikacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
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Music.
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THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM - A must lo see 
vvlicu ill Sidney —■ an Outsiaudina Maritime and 
Nautical Collection —■ located next to the Clipper 
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enrolment in some 
schools is down 
drastically from 
earlier projections and 
as a result notices are 
going out to all 
parents of kin­
dergarten children 
saying that some 
children may have to 
be redirected to 
different schools.
Classes most ob­
viously affected are at 
Cordova Bay (the two 
classes have only 14 
and 13 children), 
Keating (where there 
are two classes of 13 
each), Prospect 
(where there are two 
classes of 15), 
Durrance (where there 
is one class of 14) and 
Saanichton (where 
there are two classes 
of 15).
The board has set 
its minimum at 15 and 
maximum at 24 for 
enrolment in kin­
dergarten, but 
because of so many
small classes the 
question arose at 
Monday’s board 
meeting that students 




to chairman Gerry 
Kristianson, “We 
could free up teachers 
for such purposes as 
enrichment and 
perhaps they could be 
used to better ad­
vantage education­
ally.
“It is a bad 
allocation of 
educational resour­
ces,” he said to have 
classes of 13 children 
operating in the dis­
trict.
During the public 
question period at the 
Monday meeting a 
parent asked if there 





that one of the
reasons there are not 
enough teachers for 
enrichment is that 
“We are providing 
pretty classy kin­
dergarten (with small 
classes.)”
Trustee Ruby May 
Parrott pointed out to 
the parent that “some 
of the enrichment we 
are all concerned 
about” is taking place 
in a kindergarten class 
of 13 or 14 students.
But Krisitianson 
argued that there, 
“May be some 
inequities between a 
school where you have 
24 students in a class 
and one vvhere there 
are only 13.
“Parents of the 





explained that there 
will always be 
inequities in a district 





As an example cited 
Durrance School’s 
small classes.
Trustee Parrott also 
added that following 
the Minister of 
Education’s recent 
tour of the province a 
report has been issued 
which states “work 
will begin on a 
revision to the kin­
dergarten curricul­
um.”
“So there is light at 
the end of the tun­
nel.”
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
















Summer, Salami, Pepperoni, Beer
MAPLE LEAF C ^



























Departs 8:30 a.m. Sidney 
Returns 9:00 p.m. 






BRENTWOOD SUPER MART’S VERY OWN
I PORK SAUSAGE 
$|14
LB.
A Coroner’s jury has found that the 
death of a Ken’s Drilling employee was 
unnatural by industrial accident cause. 
Doug Yates, 29, of Victoria was killed 
August 12/81, when a well casing he was 
loading on a company truck, fell on him. 
The jury ruled that Yates died of a 
massive head injury and fractured skull. 
It also recommended that there be a 
stricter adherence to industrial health and 
safety regulations.
A company driller, working with Yates 
at the time of the accident, said neither of 
them had been wearing hardhats that 
morning. The truck they were loading was 
not specifically designed to carry well­
casing, as it did not have restraining struts 
on the headache rack, which could have 
prevented the casing from slipping 
sideways. Evidence was given, that 
despite this, the truck had been used 
about, a “dozen times” in 8 months, to 
transport well casing.
Stan Herron, Drilling Superintendent 
for Ken’s, who has worked in the business 
for 22 years, said Yates was a good 
worker, and agreed he was a safe worker.
Workmens Compensation, at the 
accident site, immediately ordered that 
the truck involved be equipped with 
restraining struts on the headache ruck. 
This was done about 3 hours after the 
accident.
mUMAC TOURS im. 
656-3331
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LICENSED Ubao Pizza PREMISES
We are located at 
7120 W. Saanich Road 
(in the Village Square Plaza) 
Brentwood Bay
Bualnoso Houri
Monday to Thursday 
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4:00p m. - 1:00 a.m, 





everyday for lunch 
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At LIBAN, wo Invito you to como In and discover that wo now offer 
# you a fine selection of INTERNATIONAL and CANADIAN cuisine, as 
-fc well as our PENINSULA FAMOUS PIZZA.
^ Everyday is a "Special" day at LIBAN. so, pick your "Special" day to 
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School is back in
Guest editorial by Cst. J. HILL, Crime 
Prevention Officer, Central Saanich Police I>ept.
Yes, summer is over and schools are 
now back in operation. As you were on 
your way to work this morning did you 
see all the happy faces making their way 
to their respective schools? Did you see 
all those big yellow vehicles with flashing 
red lights that we call school buses? Lets 
. try to keep all those faces smiling and do 
our part on the road to make it safe for 
school children. Many are on their way 
to school for the first time and they need 
assistance from everyone, especially the 
driving public. By remembering a few of 
the following tips we can make our roads 
safe for children.
1. Be aware of school Safety Patrol 
; crossing guards and their locations.
2. Be aware of all school zones and the 
required speed limits.
3. Be aware of school buses — you must 
v s^^^ from either direction when the red
lights are flashing.
4. Be aware of groups of kids walking 
along the road and drive slowly past 
them. You never know when one may 
dart out.
5. Be very aware of the fact that some of 
: the children are on the road for the first
nervous and scared.
We know that children need direction 
C in traffic sa:fcty as well as adults. They 
are getting this in school from their 
teachers and Police School Liaisoii 
- officers.
f ; « Remember you were young once, and
THE TIDE GUIDE 
BmgM to tiroc^ tte courtesy of
ihdb manm
new and used • sail and itower 
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(ccenir Haccuf Pa. 4 ?.«sinaven|
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown are‘‘Standard Times”
Thu. 0045 3.8 0720 9.6 1255 5.7 1845 10.4
Fri. 0135 3.2 0830 9.5 1330 6.8 1920 10.4



























Flipper Nia Amato, best donkey in the with owner Wally du Temple at the reins, 
show at the Saanichton Fair, celebrated his Passenger is another donkey enthusiast, 
victory with a stroll around Ardmore Drive Nancy Reid.
Letters to the Editor
Editor, The Review, Sir:
As a long time subscriber to your fine 
paper I have been disappointed with your 
one sided editorials on the Wain Road 
proposed branch water line.
You state that the holding of a referendum 
will prevent people from obtaining an im­
proved water supply. This is an incorrect 
statement, misleading to the public and 
unfair to the people who signed the petition.
Contrary to your opinion, Council 
members are not elected to make all 
decisions affecting property owners. 
.Aldermen or Council are elected to make by 
laws, collect income and pay all operating 
e.xpenses of the district and set policies for 
the safety and benefit of the citizens.
Until recent times, councils were
j’ remember the problems that you en-
I countered on the way to school with
Traffic. Be alert and be aware. You’ve
had a good life. Give them a chance to 
have one tob; PUBLIC SAFETY IS A 
MATTER OF ATTITUDE BY US 







Are Peninsula bathing beaches 
becoming too crowded for your taste? If 
you own a boat, the answer is obvious. 
Use it to ferry your family or friends to a 
secluded beach that’s now accessible by 
highway.
If you don’t own a boat, maybe you 
should start thinking of getting one. 
Consider an outboard-powdered canoe, 
an aluminum car-topper, or an in­
flatable boat. Such craft are modest in 
price, easy to operate, and a cinch to 
store. Yet they are quite capable of 
taking people to delightful places for 
picnics and relaxation far from the 
crowds,
The capacity plate affixed to the boat 
you choo.se will tell you how much of a 
load you should carry under normal 
boating conditions. It is prudent to make 
two or more ferry trips if the load you 
Intend to tran.sporf exceeds the 
recommended capacity. And before you 
take off, make sure you have all the 
necessary .safety equipment aboard •— 
flotation devices, paddles, bailing 
container, etc,
Although your boat will take you to 
any section of the shoreline, the Allied 
Boating Association of Canada warns 
you to avoid private property. Nothing 
takes the joy out of a beach party faster 
than the suden appearance of a 
disgruntled property owner. Ask people 
around the launchirig ramp or at the 
marina for advice on what beaches are 
open to the boating public.
Also, remember that permits arc 
required for beach fires in most 
locutions. Wuicrfrom boat and bait 
shops can tell you, or you can find out 
by calling the local fire department.
bome'Guil Island beaches have plenty 
of driftwood for fires, othens are barren,
automatically required to place all capital 
e.xpenditures requiring borrowed money, to 
a referendum and majority vote of electors. 
Recently this policy has been changed and 
now requires 5 % of electors to request a 
Teferendum. When the by law was advertised 
in your paper it was stated that 5 % of the 
electors could request a referendumLso why 
. ybur.dbjectiohs?,:V,.
Electors and property owners rights are 
: gradually being removed. Witness since ! 973 
no opportunity To vote on capital ^ ex- 
penditures Tor schools or even to obtain 
majority of parents feelings on French 
immersion etc. etc.
With regard to a branch water line down 
Wain Road, can you explain how it improves 
water supply to higher levels in the opposite 
direction as mentioned in the editorial? As a 
properly owner in the district, 1 believe that 
all properties now served by water lines paid 
for it themselves by a frontage tax over many 
years. No portion of branch water lines were 
paid by the district. It seems this policy is still 
in effect as 1 note last week, Norris Road 
residents were told to obtain majority 
consent to have Water installed and pay by 
local improvement on each properly 
receiving piped water. From the proposed 
by-law it would appear that North Saanich 
property owners will be taxed twice, first for 
their own branch lines and secondly for 
Wain Road line.
It seems to me that only Wain Road 
property owners should vote and be charged 
accordingly, Your editorial stresses the many 
benefits obtained by this new waterline, 
Nobody had mentioned this will enable large 
avreage;. to be subdivided into small building 
lots, with ilie probability that land values 
will be increased by hundreds of thou.sands 
in dollars, in fact, possibly more than the 
cost of the water line.
Should the district or property owners in 
general be expected to pay for the enrich- 
mem of property values on one specific
in 1981, the Nonh Saanich Water System has 
to provide an “adequate supply of water’’ to 
898 Customers in Deep Cove, Lands End 
and Curteis Point areas plus 752 in Dean 
Park — 1650 customers through a system 
designed to service 500!!
I fully support the majority of council wFo 
voted for the Deep Cove extension, safe in 
the knowledge that 75% of the cost will be 
taken care of by the Provincial Government 
— I know that it will be necessary to yet 
install the balancing tank on Horth hill, but 
this is planned and is part of the Capital 
Regional Boards budgeted expense to 
complement the Peninsula System.
Those who signed the petition for a 
referendum against the Deep Cove e.xtension 
must have been ill-advised or completely 
ignorant of the 20 years of planning that has 
gone into the building of the system to 
provide “an adequate w'ater supply’ ’ to all 
residents of North Saanich.
bJ.D.'Fisher'-' 
1985 Lands End Road.
area?
Yours vcryiruly, 
Ernest l‘. Hudson 
P.O. Bov 1444, 
Vk-toriu.H.C.
Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
For years I have watched witli close in- 
icrcsi the efforts of many, to bring water to 
North Saanich.
It is quite evident that two of the present 
North Saanich Alticnnen have no com­
prehension of the planning and effort that 
has gone into the development of our Water 
System, and they do not justify their position 
on Council. It i.s quite evident that the other 
four who eompri.se the group of si.x have no 
feelings for tlte Community at large, or who 
:ire mi immune to the needs of others, that 
they do not mind being considered as selfish 
and self centred.
As rcjircsentinive for North Saanich on
Editor, The Review, Sir: 7
r I went down to our local corner store this, 
morning. 1 was on a coffee break, in a hurry; 
and hungry. I breezed in', prepared to:pick 1 
: ;up one of the delicious horhe madeTand- 
wiches that the proprietor makes fresh each 
morning.': ■■
To my: surprise and disgust the shop 
keeper informed me that the health 
department had forbidden her from selling 
sandwiches (fresh or otherwise) and had 
threatened to close her down if she refused. 
She complied with their request, which will 
undoubtably cut down on her business not to 
mention the nutritional value of our coffee 
breaks.
Apparently the reasoning behind this is 
that her sandwiches take away business from 
the local delicattesens (the nearest of which is 
approximately five miles away). On a fifteen 
minute coffee break, only a very organized 
person with a turbo charged Jaguar could 
drive five miles, run in, buy a sandwich, 
drive back, sit down, and eat it without 
experiencing total rebellion of the digestive 
.system.
In a supposedly democratic country which 
thrives on a free enterprise system, 
restrictioiLS such as these seem rather w'ar- 
ix;d.
Personally 1 know next to nothing about 
the Food Services Act but as long as a 
proprietor’s food is good quality, fre.sh and 
refridgcraicd properly. 1 cannot see what is 
.so wrong. This corner store sells groceries, 
snacks, etc., so whny fresh, daily made 
sandwiches arc illegal, yet packaged two 
week old donuts are not is beyond me.
All 1 can add i.s that !'m relieved that the 
health department is not allowed in 
household ’‘stores’’. If this was the case 
they'd have a hell of a fight from me before 
I’d trade in my homemade oatmeal cookies 
for a w illed Tw inkie.
YoiirsTnily 
Diana Andrew
the Peninsula Wauu Commission, i know
that the original system, designed to ac­
commodate at the outside .some 5(X) con­
sume:": wa;: hard prc::,;:cd in 197? to -crvLc 
653 in North Saanich to which hod been 
added 291 Consumers from Dean Park. Now
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The unfortunate, mindle.ss incident at our 
Saanitinori Fair last Sunday. Sept. 6th. by a 
group of ill-advised people from Ganges did 
no service for the cause of the N.D.P.
They made Social Credit and Hugh Curtis 
look dignified and good •— Barber (whether 
or not he was aware beforehand that a 
demonstration wa.s forthcoming) and 
company clieap. Whatever the issue may be, 
one can only feel sorry for the decent 
politicians among the N.D.P. who must be 
ashamed of this incident.
Thcic i.s no place fur cheap shot politics al 
our Annual Saanichton Fair —• or any ?uch 
fftirs for that matter.
Slaccrdy,
Nell Horth.






2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday
9;45a.m. Teaching
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
Wed./Thurs
7:30 p.m. Home Study 
G.roups
Pastor Mel Hoskyn 
652-9572
TlTe Church oT 1 
Youf Choice TP*5 WeektneJ
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9:30 a.m. Saturday 
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11 ;00 a.m. ■ Worship 
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8:00 a.m. Communion 
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"-T ri; (Sunday School) 
lltOOa.m. : . Choral 
Eucharist (Nursery)
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9:30 a.m. Sunday 
School & Family 
Eucharist at 
Saanichton Elementary 
School, Mt. Newton X 
Rd.
Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
6:30 p.m, Saturday 
Mass
8:30 a, m. Sunday
ST, ELIZABETH'S'’’'^ 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney








10:30 am, Family 
Worship (including 
full Sunday School
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5550 Hamsterly Rd. 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m, 11 a.m. and 
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Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m.
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11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
“Everyone Welcome”
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
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Room for 4 Couples
Only ^110. ea.
By JOHN GREEN 
It is more than a 
year since the federal 
government an­
nounced a ban on the 
growing of potatoes 
after January 1, 1982 
on some 800 acres of 
farms on the Saanich 
Peninsula where the 
golden nematode has 
been found, yet there 
is still no information 
as to the com­
pensation that the 
government promised 
affected farmers at 
that time.
On September 4,
1980, an Agriculture 
Canada spokesman 
said the farmers 
would be paid for lost 
production and 
redundant equipment, 
and assisted in 
switching to other 
crops.
On September 11,
1981, all a govern­
ment spokesman 
could say was that 
some information 
could be expected 
about the middle of 
next month, and a 
meeting would be held 
with the farmers as 
son as the government 
had something to say.
In the meantime 
one of the farmers, 
Geoff Vantreight, has 
stated publicly that 
the ban may be 
defiedl another 
farmer is said to have 
purchased seed 
potatoes already for 
next spring, and 
Agriculture Canada 
' personnel who test for 
the presence of the 
golden nematode have 
been ordered to stay 
off one farmer’s 
property. %v
Vantreight charged 
that the ban was the 
result of political 
pressure from the. 
nursery industry on 
the Mainland. Earlier 
this year the B.C. 
Marketing Com­
mission, based in 
Surrey, had urged a 
ban on all agricultural 
activity in Central 
Saanich, saying that 
the nematode 
threatened a $50 
million nur.sery ad 
seed potato industry.
Annual value of the 
Central Saanich 
potato crop is quoted 
at $2 million. 
Potatoes from the
area are not shipped 
to the mainland, and 
can be sold only on 
the southern tip of 
Vancouver Island.
Aside from the 
government’s failure 
to do anything while 
the farmers face 
deadlines in making
from 100,000 to a 
million an acre before 
a survey will detect 
them, and 10 to 100 
million before plant 
damage will show up. 
Ten thousand cysts an 




A ban on potato 
growing was imposed 
for a year at that time, 
but after affected 
fields were fumigated, 
which is estimated to 
eliminate 99 per cent 














^ I ^ '
Tiny but destructive, golden nematode larvae borrow inside the 
rootlets of potato plants, interfering with root growth and stunting 
the plant. Mature females swell up with eggs and then die, their 
hardened skins forming ‘ ‘cysts ’ ’ that can shelter living eggs for many
Federal officials 
now consider lifting 
the ban a mistake. 
Fumigation reduces 
the nematodes far 
below the numbers 
where they affect 
potato crops, and 
even below the 
numbers where they 
can be detected, but as 
the population 
rebuilds there is a 
period of several years 
during which the 
nematodes are 
numerous enough to 
be spread to other 
fields, yet not 
numerous enough to 
detect.
It is entirely 
possible that the pest 
is already established 
well beyond the 
boundaries of the 
present quarantine, 
area, perhaps even on 
the mainland, but 
won’t be detected for 
years yet.
An estimated third 
or more of the eggs 
hatch and die each 
year when no host 
plants are present, so 
populations can be 
prevented from in­
creasing by planting 
potatoes only at 
intervals of several 
years, but some eggs 
will survive over very 
long periods.
There are also 




rotation may not be 
economically feasible, 
and continuous use of 
resistant varieties 
multiplies strains of 
nematodes that can 
overcome the 
resistance.
Countries where the 
nematode is
widespread can still 
produce potatoes, but 
places that do not 
have it ban imports 
from those that do. 
This is of great 
economic importance 
to the B.C. 
agricultural export 
industry because all 
the rest of Canada 
except Newfoundland 
and all of the United 
States except New 
York is free of the 
golden nematode.
Local potato 
growers object to 
being put out of a 
business because of a 
pest that in most cases 
has never affected 
their crops, and has 
never even been found 
in many of their 
fields, but they will be 
subject to prosecution 
if they plant potatoes 
next year.
Federal officials, on 
the other hand, are 
fighting an enemy that
they can’t detect and 
that threatens 
economic disaster for 
a much larger in­
dustry.
ON CENTRAL SAANICH 
FIRE DEPARTMENT
7-DAY TRIP TO RENO
SUNDAY OCT. 11 to 17th









2070 Oak Bay Ave. 
598-4212




their plans for next 
year, much of the 
problem stems from 
the nature of the 
nematode itself.
The pest is a tiny 
worm, just visible to 
the naked eye, and it 
may spend decades 
multiplying before its 
presence can be 
detected.
Scientists do not 
look for the living 
worms, but for 
“cysts”, which are the 
dried up bodies of the 
females, smaller than 
a pinhead, but 
containing hundreds 
of living eggs.
It is estimated that 
10,000 cysts to an acre 
are enough for the 
nematode to be spread 
during standard 
farming operations, 
but there must be
Vancouver Islands are 
thought to have 
arrived in soiLaround 
bulbs imported from 
Holland in the 1930’s, 
well before presence 
of the nematode was 
discovered in Holland 
in 1941.
No potatoes were 
grown on the ground 
where the con­
taminated bulbs had 
been planted until 
1950. It was 1964 
before any plant 
damage was noted, 




levels of cysts on 
several adjacent 
farms, and it could be 






Now you can get the 
power to make financial 
transactions 24 hours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night... 
whenever it's convenient for you!
© withdraw cash ® transfer between accounts
® make deposits © make account balance
® make loan payments inquiries ,,
Come in today and get 24hour teller power: V
Sidney's oniy 24 hour Automated Telier
2297 Beacon Avenue, ^ ^
7819 EAST SAAHICH ROAD
tAUHUbb l-HUM iHk HlAIHIk INN)
Ph. 652-0611
.ine fabrics. Elegant wall 
coverings. Exotic floor coverings. 
These are some of the decorative 
elements that go into the design 
of a beautiful Interior by 
INTERIORS WEST.
And along with our vast 
range of fabrics, drapes, 
wallpaper and furniture • 
coverings, we offer a complete 
professional personal interior 
design service. L
INTERIORS WEST has I ^ 
helped design and decorate* 
some of Victoria's most .,4^^ 
handsome homes, offices, " 
stores, public buildingstand 
major institutions, and ^||l bring 
the kind of expertise thetonly 
experience can provide to.^ar 
for you. I
Call usforafrGeestii 
Perhaps we can help you dplke 






7177 WEST SAANICH ROAD, BRENtw^MV, B.C. VOS 1A0 TELEPHONE 052-1501
»aMWEeajBlilffragiPr”
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^'Regular or * Mint
150 ml tube .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kte-1
Ci.E. Shadow Ban 
•40w 'dOw *75w or'lOOw 
Package of .. . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . .each f’-lif B«
Dry Idea Roll On
Scented or Unscented. 75 ml,......
Prices liffective Sept. 14tii <• ISth, 1981 in your Friendiy Sidney 
Safeway Store. OPEN SUNDAY 10 A.NIfto 5 PM,
We reserve the right to limit sales to retail Quantities.
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Spirit of Terry Fox epitomized by local group
Though over- 
shaddowed by 
national and Victoria, 
‘Terry Fox Day’ 
cancer research fund 
raising events, the 
Peninsula area’s 
newest equestrian club 
held a fund raising 
event of it’s own, 





couver Island Horse 
Club, due to interest 
generated by 16-year- 
old member, Kim 
Akers, hosted an open 
competition and show 
which attracted 42 
entries and 50 or more 
spectators.
Nowhere was the
spirit of giving more 
evident. At the close 
to the meet, the 
comparatively small 
group had raised 
exactly $599.25 to 
donate toward cancer 
research funds.
Many people, such 
as Bill and Betty 
Mann, Pat Markman, 
Bill Sanderson, 
Robert Specht and 
Kate (her old horse), 
Webb and Sons, Mark 
Armour, William 
Cameson, Joan 
Akers, Bob and 
Phyllis Specht,
Coreen Prescott, D. 
Clark, and especially 
Mr. and Mrs. Biggs, 
made donations 
toward prizes for the 
competitors, which 
allowed the club to 
donate the entire 
proceeds of the meet 
to the Terry Fox 
Fund. Companies 
such as P.J. Novelty 
Ltd., and Acme 
Sanitary Supplies 
were also of 
tremendous 
assistance.
Highlight of the 




Cream of Cauliflower Soup - Meatloaf ■■ Mushroom
gravy - fresh veg, and mashed potatoes - Coffee.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Clear Vegetable Soup - Sole Fillets - carrots - pan 
fries - Coffee.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
French Onion Soup - Single Veal Cutlet - mushroom
gravy - fresh vegetables - baked potato - Coffee.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Cream of Tomato Soup - Corned Beef - cabbage -
boiled potato - Coffee.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
Beef Noodle Soup - Beef Liver and Onions - fresh
veg. - pan fried potatoes - Coffee.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
Cream of Curry Soup - Steak Sandwich - Garlic
Bread - pan fries - Coffee.




Pursuant to the Municipal Act Section 395, the 
following properties will be offered for sale by 
Public Auction in the Council Chamber of the 
Sidney Municipal Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, 
Sidney, B.C. on October 1, 1981 at 10:00 a.m., 
unless the delinquent taxes, including interest 
are sooner paid.
Lot 7, Section 12, Range 3 East, Plan 19147, 
2195 Henry Avenue, Sidney, B.C.
E.T. LeClair 
Municipal Collector
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
pearance of a rate, 
pure-black Arabian 
Stallion — Black 
Panther. Panther, 
owned by Edwina 
Everden of Saanich, 
was put through his 
paces by trainer- 
handler, Mike 
Hartman, in order 
that club members 
and competitors could 
see how a well trained, 
quality show horse 
performed.
Edwina purchased 
Black Panther from 
breeders Ray and 
Millie Tresierra, of 
Quesnel, B.C., eight 
months ago. Since 
that time, the fur year, 
old stallion placed 
second in the all Arab 
show at Saanichton in 
July, and was 
declared both 
champion and Grand 
champion at the 
Saanichton Fair. 
Previously, Panther 
won champion Arab, 
as a two year old in 
Prince George.
The performance 
Sunday was a treat to 
watch, as the big 
black, turned loose in 
the show ring, 
cavorted like a spring 
colt in response to 
applause from the 
spectators.
Then, contrary to 
normally expected
behaviour from a 
stallion, he would 
stop and wait to 
Hartman, his trainer, 




the show, but few 
knew the full story 
behind the appearance 
of Black Panther — 
how owner Edwina 
Ever n den had 
scratched the black 
from further showings 
at a halter com­
petition in Vancouver, 
Saturday, in order to 
bring liim to the fund 
raising event.
Add lo that the fact 
that trainer Mike 
Hartman also 
volunteered to make 
the trip in order lo 
show Panther, and 
that breeders Ray and 
Millie Tresierra came 
along as well.
But there’s still 
more. Edwina 
Evernden had a 
special show blanket 
made for Panther just 
for Sunday’s showing, 
which was presented 
to the fledgling horse 
club after his per­
formance. On the 
blanket are em­
blazoned the words 
“In Memory of Terry 
Fox — from the Black 
Panther’’. The
blanket is now 
proudly on display in 
the group’s
clubhouse.
Folan Farm, the site 
of the event, is owned 
by Dr. Herbert 
Dworak, and made 
available to the Lower 
Vancouver Island 
Horse Club through 
his generosity. The 
grounds contain 
spacious holding 
rings, as well as the 
large show ring and 
stables. Above the 
stables is an ex­
ceptionally large well- 
insualted room, built 
by the original owner 
of the farm for repair 
of pianos and organs, 
which now serves as a 
clubhouse for the new 
group. Farm
managers added a 
viewing deck to the 
clubhouse for 
competition purposes.
The ITedgling club 
has prospered since 
it’s inception in April 
of this year, due 
mainly to the hard 
work of organizers 
Bill and Betty Mann, 
Roberta Specht, and 




bership of 104 at 
present, w'as con­
ceived expressly for
the purpose of 
allowing children a 
chance to obtain first­
hand knowledge of 
equestrian com­
petitions regardless of 
the breed of horse 
they may own.
Also taken into 
account are the 
limited funds many 
parents can afford so 
their children can 
persue this rather 
expensive pastime’ 
and the club rules 
reflect this. For 
example, the only 
special clothing 
required for com­
petitions is a hard-hat 
and a pair of boots 
with a heel; strictly 
safety equipment.
Rules such as these 
obviously save parents 
a gret amount of 
money they would 
otherwise lay out on 
riding breeches, and 
special jackets, etc.
“This club is not 






Sunday’s event. “It’s 
like one big family. 
We (speaking of her 
immediate family, the 
organizers) started 
this club with money 
from our own pockets
BSriSM
CENTRAL SAANICH RECREATION
OF INTEREST TO MOTHERS
BABYSITTING is now available with A.M. 
FITNESS lor $1.00 per child per day. Classes 
are; Mon., Wed,, Ffr, 9:45 - 10:45, 20 ses­
sions for $24./
KICS PLAYSCHOOL CLASSES , are still 
available for ages 3 & 4. Register your child now 
for, these worthwhile Fall & Winter classes.
Call 652-4444 8:30-4 p.m.
— we held a car wash, 
a bake sale, and a 
raffle — but we have 
yet to break even. All 
of our shows have 
cost us money, so 
far.’’
‘‘This club was 
formed for the kids; it 
is a learning club for 
them. When we judge 
our competitions, we 
attempt to be in­
structional rather than 
critical. We, wlcome 
all breeds of horses 
since we know very 
few children can 
afford to own high- 
class registered 
animals in this day 
and age’’, she added.
“I myself spent 
many unsuccessful 
years in competition 
against registered 
animals when I was 
younger’’, Roberta 
said, “and 1 know 
how it feels to not 
even be considered 
competitive.’’
Roberta also said 
that members have 
had some success in 
competitions outside 
club events, which is 
very gratifying to all 
of the members. She is 
convinced we will be 
hearing much more 





Drive. Weekdays, 9-4; 
evenings, 7-9; 
Saturday and Sunday, 
1-4. Lunches, teas, 
CO ff ees, cards , 
library, billiards. 




If you are 60 or 
better, we’d love to 




•PHYSICAL FITNESS •MIND &B0DY COORDINATION
iilGIITS OF FYTHIHS HALL
9760 - 4th STREET^ SIDNEY
7:00 P.l.
VICTORIA, SIDNEY, COLWOOD, PARKSVILLE & GANGES
719A YATES ST.
3634332 ‘^The Joy, skill and power of Karate Training wiil develop security, with security, 
gentleness, peacefulness and consideration take place."
JOIN A NETWORK 
WOMEN’S OPEN SUPPORT GROUP
INTERESTED IN GROWTH THROUGH
SHARING AND CAHING
STARTING WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23rd
1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. (No Charge)
GROUP LEADER: DEE BAILIN 
PRE REGISTRATION DESIRABLE at
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
9813 - 5lh SL 656-1247
pry gaigji KT'iyA jgjgj fpgy ypgy lypya pywi ppyt gjjjg jgjyg jggg |
FREE SUBSCRIBERS CLASSIFIED
NON-COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENTS ONLY
The Review 9831 Third St
P.O. Box 2070 Sidney, B.C.
Sidney V8L3S5 656-1151
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Jim Rutledge wins Open
Jim Rutledge, a 
Victorian who plays 
out of Glen Meadows, 
was 13 under par and 
seven strokes better 
than anyone else in 
winning the B.C. 
Open at Chilliwack 
over the weekend.
The long-hitting 22- 
year-old seems to be 
making the Open his 
own personal tour­
nament. He first won 
it at Glen Meadows in 
1979 and las(year was 
second to Don Bies 
from Seattle by only 
one stroke, again at
Donkey 
winners
For the first time in 
its long history, 
Saanichton Fair this 
year had a full section 
for donkeys, both 
halter and driving 
classes, with 31 
animals exhibited and 
Sidney veterinarian 
E.L. Dahl as judge.
Winner of the “best 
in show” was Flipper 
Nia Amato, owned by 
Wally du Temple, 
from Ardmore Golf 
Course. Phantasy 
Pharm, Cobble Hill, 
won the aggregate 
trophy.
Corry Thompson 
was judged best junior 
driver. Baptist 
Compvoets best 
senior driver, and du 
, Temple best pair 
driver and best open 
driver.
Donkeys have 
always been around, 
but their numbers are 
increasing lately, to an 
estimate of 70 in the 
area from North 
Saanich to Duncan, 
and there are expected 
to be sections for 
them at the Duncan 




Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce will begin 
its autumn season 
with a general meeting 
at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital at 6 p.m. on 
Thursday.
The program calls 
for members to tour 
the hospital in small 
groups before 
gathering in the dining 
room for the regular 
dinner meeting. The 
hospital will provide 
the meeting place, the 






Winning his first 
tournament of the 
year, he had rounds of 
66, 67 and 67. Four 
players, including two 
amateurs, were seven 
strokes back at 207. 
Five more were at 210, 
including Bob 
Beauchemin from
Glen Meadows. Dave 
Barr, of Kelowna, 
winner of last week’s 
Victoria Open, and 
Dan Halldorson of 
Shilo, Manitoba, all 
of whom play on the 
U.S. pro tour.
John Morgan, from 
Glen Meadows 
finished with 213.






Big bass caught 
in Durrance Lake
Both Junior and 
Senior girls volleyball 
teams commenced 
practice this week at 
Parkland School in 
preparation for their 
respective 1981 
seasons.
The Senior team 
will attempt to better 
it’s 9th overall placing
in provincial com­
petition last season 
when league play 
opens, September 21. 
Senior matches will 




Michelle Williams and 
Heather Blythe will
Ontario man irate
Peter By ford, of 
880 Clark Street, 
Brentwood, surprised 
himself with a catch 
of a 6 lb. 4 oz. 
smallmouth bass last 
week, while son Tim, 
11, and he were 
fishing at Durrance 
Lake.
Byford, not nor­
mally in the habit of 
fishing at Durrance 
decided to try his luck
instead of waiting for 
Tim to finish and 
landed the bass using 
a plastic worm as bait.
Though the Byfords 
occasionally use a 
small boat on the 
lake, both were 
fishing from shore 
during the lucky trip.
At present, the 








rehearsals for the 
coming seasons on 
Wednesday, Sep­
tember 16th., at 7:15 
p.m. in the Royal Oak 
school band room.
4564 West Saanich 
Road.
Musicians of all 
levels are most 
welcome, expecially 
string and brass 
players. For in- 
formation, call 
Jeanne Spinelli, 386- 




Boys and girls ages 
seven to fourteen 
interested in playing 
basketball in the 
evening can register 
on Thursday, Sept. 17 
or Monday, Sept. 21 
at North Saanich 
School between 6:30 
and 7:30 p.m.
They will play in the 
Saanich League 
competing with teams 
from Brentwood,
Saanich and Cordova 
Bay. Four teams will 
be organized, each 
playing on a different 
night.
Players do not have 
to attend any par­
ticular school. Any­
one with questions 
should contact Davy 
Tooby or Claire Shaw 
at North Saanich 
School.
Pol Luck Supper. The Saanich 
Pioneer Society will start its new 
season with a Pot Luck Supper in 
the Log Cabin, Saanichton, 
Monday, September 21 at 6 p.m. 
This will be followed by a general 
meeting starting at 7:30 p.m.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] Clubhouse is located at 
2304 Oakville, behind Sanscha 
Hall. It is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13-19 years 
who live on the peninsula. Most 
activities are free and everyone is 
welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6-10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday; 
6-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 1-5 p.m. Sundays.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during September. Stores are 
located at 713 Johnson, Victoria; 
9775-2nd Street, Sidney; 2812 
Bryn Maur, Langford, and 7174 
West Saanich Road, Brentwood 
Bay.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, learn to square dance 
every Wednesday starting Sept. 
30. Call Spares ‘n Pairs at 478- 
4542 or 479-2958.
The Victoria Society of Artists 
will present an exhibition of 
framed paintings in oils, acrylics, 
water colors and pastels in the 
Hillside Mall Sept. 14 - 19 during 
shopping hours.
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
and four-year-old children. 
Register now for September, for 
more information call Linda 
New, at 656-7654 or Marge 
Fricsen at 656-5133. Sidney 
Preschool is a non-profit 
organization.
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League welcomes women in­
terested in breast feeding to the 
start of a new scries of 
discussions at 8 p.m. Thursday, 
to be held at 9208 Lochside 
Drive, Sidney. Babies always 
welcome. For more information 
call 658-5753.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus needs ladies voices in all 
ranges. The group meets 
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street. No 
auditions, and singers don’t need 
to be able to read music. The 
chorus sings for fun and frien­
dship. Come and listen with no 
obligation, for more information 
call 656-7828.
Seminar-workshop sponsored 
by the Associated Disabled 
Persons of B.C. Subject: 
Housing and accommodation - a 
need for equality, 8:30 a.m. - 4 
p.m. Sept. 19 at UVic’s Cornett 
Building, room 163. Speakers 
include an architect and 
representatives from human 
rights, housing ministry.
An irate Ontario 
resident who owns a 
small lot on Chalet 
Road took North 
Saanich council to 
task last week over the 
b y -1 £i w barring 
construction of 
houses on lots with an 









everyone to sign up 
now for fall 
Recreation Program­
mes. Special classes 
are now available for 
adults in fitness, 
volleyball, badminton 
lessons, square-danc­
ing and first aid. For 
the toddlers, there are 
a wide variety of pre­
school classes. For 
full information and 
schedules, call 652- 
4444.
There was no such 
by-law and not even a 
community plan when 
he bought his lot 
seven years ago, he 
pointed out, and he 
now had more than 
$10,000 tied up in a 
property he could not 
use and could not sell.
“Council has seen 
fit to outlaw me and 
say, ‘You’re never 
going to build,”’ 
Alfred Roberts stated.
He suggested that 
sewers should be 
provided in the area, 
and told council 
members that they 
would have to solve 
the problem “or it will 
be taken out of your 
hands.”
return to the squad as 
will starting setter, 
Cathy Ball. Shannon 
Toby, Leslie Braun, 
and Carol Pendray, 
who contributed 
greatly to the 5th 
place finish of the 
junior team last year 
in Vancouver Island 
competition, will 
supplement the senior 
.squad.
Linda Martin .and 
Deanna Nieforth are 
the only returning 
players to the junior 
team this season, but 
coach Ray Spencer 
says a strong 
graduating class from 
North Saanich School 
shows great promise 
for a fourth con- 
sec utive Sooke- 
Saanich cham­
pionship in 1981.
The junior squad 
will play Tuesdays 
and Thursdays this 
season at 4:00 p.m. 




match .sechdules can 
be obtained through 
the school office at 
656-5507.
656-6213
COiijIPLETE BOAT UPHOLSTERY 
SUPPLIERS OF BOAT COVERS 
CAMPER - TRAILER CUSHIONS 
REPAIRS
10223 McDonald PK. rd., Sidoey





joined Sidney RCMP 
at the beginning of 





First Parade Sept. 9/81 
at Willingdon Rd.
(WEST OF AIRPORT)
New entries should he 
accompanied by a parent 
and be 13 by year end.
FURTHER INFORMATtON
PHONE 656-6503
DOCK SPACE AVAILABLE 
21’ GLASPLY cuddy cabin. 197B. 108 hp Mcr- 
crulsor l.w.c. Galley, bead, swim grid, hydraulic 
trim labs, VHP, cassollo recorder, depth sounder. 
Chari rocordor. Like now. with G month warranty 




TRI-HULL wilh 140 h.p. Mercruiser, depth sounder & trailer. 6 mo.
•7600'“’
SKOOKUM “SALTY” 17’ Fish Boat with cabin & 15 
h.p. O.M.C. 1080 sail drive, Approx, 25 hrs. on 
engine. Includes 2 swivel seats, depth sounder, 
lach motor, 6 h.p. Johnson, etc, $9300.00 with G 
mo. warranty. Traitor availablo.
Sbop loUk
tUST OFF BFACOH
AUTHORIIEO DEALin ANO REPAIR SHOP FOR; SSS44i2
MABINEB OUTBOARDS MICHinAN AND FFnFRAI PROPS.
B.M.W. MABINE STEHNDBIVES AND INB0AHD8 ACCESSORIES - MARINE SUPLIES 
AVON INFUTABLE BOATS
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ANNOUNCEIIIIE^T Summer Swim
Mr. John Bruce of Realty World Sidney Realty is
pleased lo announce the appointment of Peter J, 
Smith as real estate sales associate. Peter has 
recently completed the University of B.C.'s real 
estate course and was successful in passing the 
real estate salesman’s examination. He has worked 
as a journalist and government information officer 
and looks forward to serving the communities of 
North Saanich and Sidney in their real estate 
needs. You can contact Peter at 656-3928 or 
656-4788.
Members of the 
Piranhas Summer 
Swim Club closed out 
their season last 
month by par­
ticipating in two 
regional swim meets 
and a provincial meet.
A sixth-place finish 
was the best anyone 
could manage at the 
provincial cham­
pionships, but at the 
regional “B” meet at 
Port Alberni, August 
15 and 16, Lara 
Melville won the age 
group aggregate- 
trophy for 13 and 14- 
year-old girls. She was 
first in the backstroke 
and the breast stroke.
second in the butterfly 
and the 200-metre 
individual medley.
The “B” meet was 
for swimmers who did 
not qualify for the 
provincial cham­
pionships. The “C” 
meet, held August 23 
at Nanaimo, was for 
swimmers who did not 
reach the finals of the 
“B”meet.
In the provincial 
championships, at the 
Canada Games Pool
in New Westminster 
August 21 and 22, 
Piranha swimmers 
placed as follows:
Boys 8 and under 




Pears, 10th in the 200- 
metre medley and the 
200-metre freestyle.





Stannard 12th in the 
200-metre freestyle.
Kathy Scott, sixth 
in the 8-and-under 
breast stroke.
Anne Barnes, 
eighth in the 9 and 10 
breast stroke.
Lorraine Langstaff, 
third in the con­
solation final, 9 and 
10 freestyle.
Stacey Swanson, 
20th in the 9 and 10 
backstroke.
SIDNEY mAilCE?
9786 • 2nd Street 656-753S 














Weight loss due lo cutting & boning will increase Ihe price per pound.
You are invited to attend the
of
'B ’ Meet finalists from Piranhas Summer Swim Club.
Photo by Paul’s‘House of Portraits’
early Canadian Furniture
HOUSE OF BROUGHAM :
. . .A m e t i c u I o u s 1 y
i reproduced pine furniture 
using ' the old and proven 
methods of 100 years agd, 
when furniture was made to 
last for generations.
THURS. & FRI., Sept. 17 
& 18, 9:30.9:00 
SAT. & SUN., Sept. 19 & 
20, 9:30- 6:00
I
Join u^s for Hot Apple Cider & Homemade Cinnamon Buns. Enter a 
draw for a Pine Rocking Chair.
199 Old Island Hwy., Victoria 477-2332
^ Where Craftsmanship is 100 Years Behind the Times






Save with a 1 year COMMERCE 
GHARAMTEED-Investment Certificate4 4
* Issiiod by fCinrws MorlRaKC Corpor.iiion’.iml Riuninicccl by C,iiwcli,in lmpcri.il B.iiik of C'otiimercc
year Iked term, interest paid annually 
'i'Non-*redeemable before maiuriiy
Minimum doposir of $1,000. A.,k for details. Other competitive rates available 





All klttds ol fencing — 
losidenti.il, . corninorcial, 
tnrm
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD, 
652-3522
Debbie McGuire, 
21st in the 11 and 12 
butterfly.
Ryley Swanson, 
eighth in the 8-and- 
under backstroke and 
in the consolation 
final for the breast 
stroke.
John Bentham, 
17th in the 9 and 10 
freestyle, 21st in the 
backstroke and 18th 
in the butterfly. 
;;:.‘‘B’’;Meet:;':v/
Kimberly Adams, 
third in the girls 8- 
and-under freestyle, 
sixth in the breast 
stroke.
Erwin Patterson, 
sixth in the 9 and 10 
breaststroke.
Shauna Swanson, 
second in the 11 and 
12 backstroke.
Triena Dobbyn, 
third in the 11 and 12 
backstroke.
Jenny Staub, fifth 
in the 13 and 14 
freestyle.
Craig Bentham, 
third in the boys 8- 
and-under 
backstroke, fourth in 
the butterfly.
Murray Pears, third 
in the 8-and-undcr 
butterfly.
Mark Funk, fourth 
in the 9 ai\d 10 
freestyle, fifth in the 
backstroke, first in 
the breast stroke.
Terry Dean, sixth in 
the 11 and 12 but­




dividual medley and 
fourth in the freestyle.
Mark Bowler, sixth 
in the 13 and 14 
breastroke.
Chris Staub, fourth 
in the 15-and-over 
breastroke and in the 
Butterfly.
Brad Bowler, fifth 
in the 15-and-over 
breast stroke.
Stefan Van Der 





first in the 8-and- 
under freestyle, 
second in the 
backstroke and 
butterfly, fifth in the 
breast stroke.




first in the 9 and 10
Photo by Paul’s ‘House of Portraits’
freestyle, fourth in the 
breast stroke.
Tammy Braith- 
waite, second in the 9 
and 10 freestyle, third 
in the breast stroke, 
first in the butterfly.
Nadine Sibley, sixth 
in the 9 and 10 
freestyle, fifth in the 
backstroke, fourth in 
the butterfly.
Leanne Holland, 
second in the 11 and 
12 butterfly-, third in 
the 100-metre in­
dividual medley.
Pamela Ens, fifth in 
the 11 and 12 but­
terfly, fourth in the 
100-metre individual 
medley, second in the 
backstroke, first in 
the breast stroke.
Valerie Slater, third 
in the 13-and-over 
butterfly and 
backstroke, second in 
the freestyle.
Daphne Van Der
Boom, first in the 13- 
and-over breast 




third in the 13-and- 
over breast stroke, 
fourth in the 
backstroke, sixth in 
the butterfly and 
freestyle.
Graham Stannard, 
third in the boys 8- 
and-under freestyle, 
sixth in the backstroke 
and butterfly.
Andrew Ens, first 
in the 9 and lO 
backstroke, third in 
the breast stroke and 
freestyle.
Ian Soellner, first in 
the 11 and 12 breast 
stroke, third in the 
butterfly and 
backstroke.
David Box, fourth 
in the 11 and 12 breast 
























The bright orange 
and black uniforms 
indicative of 
peninsula soccer 
teams dotted various 
pitches throughout 
the Greater Victoria 
area last weekend, 




Warriors, a Division 
5B team this season 
suffered a shaky start 
in Victoria, with a 5-0 
loss to the Hurricanes.
Team manager Ian 
Scott, says, however, 
that special mention is 
deserved by inside- 
left, Lance Philip and 
right-half, Andrew 
Wyllie for their 
relentless effort 
during the contc.st. 
Division 7B Peninsula 
Top Cals fared better 
in their opener against 
I.ansdovvne Evening 
Optimists, with a 1-0 
victory on Dean 
Ulmer’s .second-half 
goal,
Scott Werhun, in 
goal for the local
squad, was credited 
by coach John 
Huizinga for keeping 
the team in the game 
during the opening 
half with some great 
saves. Huizinga says 
his defensive line 
deserves credit as well 
for holding off the 
Optimist attack.
Peninsula Tornados 
and Prospect Lake 
Kiwanis played to a 1- 
1 draw during their 
division 8 north 
contest at Royal Oak 
School, Saturday.
Both teams scored 
their markers in the 
first-half of the game 
and were unable to 
capitalize further.
Peninsula Rovers 
lost their divison 6D 
season opener at 
Gordon Head in spile 
otj keeping the play in 
their opponents’ half 
of the field most of 
ihe lime. Doug 
Hopwood broke 
tlirough time after 
lime, and Ian 
Caldwell also played a 
strong game, but the 
ball never went in the
net, while the Plaza 
Drugs team managed 
to score in the second 
half on one of their 
infrequent breaks.
Peninsula Steelers 
in division 6B won 
their home opener, 
defeating Cowichan 
Steelers 1-0 on a goal 
by David Doyle late in 
the first half. Darryl 
Baechler, in his first 
appearance as 
Steelers’ goalie earned 
the shutout with an 
outstanding game, 




Pollen and Stephen 
Patterson.
Peninsula Eagles 
were edged 2-1 by 
Duncan IjJolcan at 
Cent c n n 1 a 1 Park. 
Darrin Sam scored the 
goal for Eagles, while 
fullback John London 
and John Kynas in 
goal played out­
standing games.
Schedules for the 
season arc not ex­
pected lo be available 




; WniBtti iDH (tut lo euilmji S. banmn will iriwuaMi ir* piii;ii per (»urii1. 
Mfitt‘ihfrf. ft-$ pna fd 7$ p.m: Snt M
Ishad View Freezer Ltd.
7005 EafI Saanich Rd. ^ 652-2411
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE
A Voters' List for the Town of Sidney 
Municipal Elections is posted at the Town 
Hall, 2240 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, and is 
open for inspection during office hours,
A Court of Revision will be held at the 
Town Hall on the first day of October, 
1981, at 4 p.m, lo correct and cerllly the 
said Voters’ List and all inteiestod per­
sons are required to govern themselves 
accordingly,





Caros il you are now in town 
andleoUiiiiJol losliKycui've 
liist adrtoil ,1 new son or 
daudhliir to your lamily; if 
nr has linally you lo 
Doromo Ills wile; It you or 
somooni) in your family Is 
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Voters will decide fate 
of Wain Road watermain ANNOUNCEMENT
North Saanich 
voters will decide on 
Saturday October 17 
whether or not they 
want to borrow 
$350,000 for the Wain 
Road-Kalitan water 
main.





Mayor Eric Sherwood 
that the issue be put to 
the voters on that 
date.
He said that if the 
vote were left until the 
November municipal 
election it would make 
the matter a political 
issue, and that an 
early decision would
leave time to start the 
project this year if the 
voters approve.
October 10 would 
be the first Saturday 
on which it would be 
possible to hold the 
vote, but that is part 
of the Thanksgiving 
weekend.
Aldermen Dermid 
Bingham and Edgar 
Farthing moved that 
the by-law to borrow 
the $350,000 be 
rescinded, but they 
got no support. Only 
Alderman Farthing 
opposed the motion 
for the October 17 
vote.
Clerk Ted Fairs 
pointed out that use 
of the term
“referendum” to 
describe the vote was 
incorrect, and that 
legally a referendum 
could only be held in 
conjunction with the 
municipal election. 
The present vote is a 
“submission to the 
electors.”
Cost of conducting 
the vote would be 
$600 to $700 he said.
The “certificate of 
sufficiency” presen­
ted to the council by 
the clerk showed that 
231 names on the peti­
tions socking a vote on 
the money by-law 
were on the municipal 
voters list.
It required only one 
twentieth of the list, 
or 143 names, to force 
the vote.
SUSANNE McCALLUM
The Pink Kitten Beauty Centre is pleased to 
welcome Susanne to their staff.
Now that Summer is at an end, and our skin has 
been exposed to the sun, as well as air condi­
tioning, it’s time to replenish the moisture loss 
with nourishing treatment products designed for 
your individual skin type.
Our skin changes as the seasons do. So before 
our furnaces do further damage, come in for a 
free consultation for your more healthy and 
beautiful complexion.
'pink pitten T^eautii Sdn
204-2405 BEACON AVL
Upper Town Square 656-2233
Mrs. Kay Ratcliffe, at her studio in her Landsend Road home. She is 
holding a one-woman show of watercolours at the Backroom Gallery 
in Oak Bay this month.




artist Kay Ratcliffe is 
holding a one-woman 
show at the Backroom 
Gallery in Oak Bay 
for the second time in 
two years.
The previous show, 
in April, 1980, was the 





successful, so she is 
doing the same again,
from September 13 to 
26. She will exhibit 30
new paintings, of 
flowers, butterflies, 
birds and landscapes.
Getting ready for a 
show is something of
a family project, as 
her husband Ted 
Ratcliffe does all the 
matting and framing
of the pictures.
Starting with night- 
school art lessons in
Ontario 22 years ago, 
Ratcliffe has held
exhibitions and won 
prizes with oils,
acrylics and collages, 
but for the last seven
years has made 
watercolours her 
specialty.
yorth Saanich @l@cfs Envlronmeiital 
Advisory Commlssleri
Members of what is 
thought to be the first 
municipal Environ­
mental Advisory 
Commission to be set 
up in British Col­
umbia were elected 
last Tuesday at a 
meeting of North Sa­
anich council.
The commission, 
made up of six 
scientists, two laymen 
and Aid. Jay Rangel 
as the council 
representative, will be 
asked to assess the 
environmental impact 




probably be to study 
the Environment 
Ministry report on 
Tsehum Harbour.
From a list of 11 
people who had 
volunteered to serve, 
council elected 
Murray Cameron, 
8695 Edchside; Larry 
Cross, 10127 
Tsay k um; Dr. 










Ardmore, a wildlife 
biologist; Dr. Ed 
Owens, 8927 Haro 
Park Terrace, a 
geologist, and Dr. Pat 
Warrington, 470 
Lands End, a 
botanist.
The first four are 
appointed for a one- 
ycar term, the others 
for two years.
The commission is 
set up under the same 
section of the 
Muicipal Act as the" 
Advisory Planning;
' Comrnission; but Aid. 
Rangel was unable to 
learn of any similar 
group elsewhere in the 
province.
He did know of two 
in Ontario, at the
THIEVES
STRIKE
Thieves who broke 
in through a rear 
kitchen window stole 
a television set, 
firearms and jewellry 
from the L.C. Woods 
home at 7621 Central 
Saanich Road while 
the owners were away 
on the weekend, 
Sidney RCMP have a 
suspect and have 
recovered .some of the 
loot.
regional level, and
was in communication 
with them about his 
plans for a com­
mission here.
" After the election 
h e ex pr es sed 




everyone he voted for 
had been chosen.
Peninsula Com­
munity Associatin is 
looking for more 
volunteer drivers, 
particularly people 
who will drive into 
downtown Victoria, 
and who will drive on 
weekends.
During August the 
association had only 
55 drivers available, 
while there were 67 
people using the 
service. Now that 
summer is over Jean 
Jones, new co­
ordinator of volunteer 
programs for the 
association, is hoping 
there will T be more 






dyalasis treatments, to 
mundane require­
ments like shopping 
trips.
There is no ap­
parent limit to the 
number of people who 
need the service, the 
number of volunteer 
drivers is the limiting 
factor. Volunteer 
workers in the 
association office 
make the arrange­
ments to get driver 
and passenger to­
gether.
Drivers are paid 
expenses of 25 cents a 
mile. Anyone willing 
to drive Is asked to 






FACIAL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  EYEBROWS
CHEST.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .UNDERARM...........LEG
BIKINI LINE .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ABDOMEN
204 - 2405 Beacon Ave.
Town Square — Opper U
(Pink Kitten Beauty Salon)






must be 60-or over. Association 
and not in a-position 0134.^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ 
to afford taxis, or else 






















"\ wear my Romlkas 
all day so I can 
dance all nlghtl"
Victoria Bertram, Principal ^ 




Fantastic Ocean Front Resort “VILLAGES"
Priced from CdH.^2000®® Single or Double for two weeks 
VTRICE INCLUDES:
Air Fare, Transfers to & from Village, Three Buffet Meals Daily, Daily Entertain­
ment, Free Scuba, Snorkelling, Sailing. tennis, Wincisurting, Waterskiing (depen­
ding on club facilities).
WE'VE BEEH 
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2475 Boacon Ave. 
656-7331 BSiMI
TRADITIONAL OAK f|||| A BUILT-IN
or EUROPEAN Ull KITCHEN HELPER
NOW IS THE TIME TO COME IN 
AND LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR NEIT
KITCHEN CABINETS. 
StdiRe:i^ ICtkckeis Oest^iss Md. 
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4 X
Unsanded Degrade .. 
Unsanded Degrade ... 
Sanded Degrade-.... . . .
I” Sancied Degrade ...
Sanded Degrade .
I'S.I,; Sanded Degrade . 
■1/4” Good One Side ...
I Good One Side__
4 only 20 tooth
6V2” Blades reg. 19.98. . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
25 only 20 tooth
71/4” Blades reg. 19.98. . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE .
2 only 20 tooth
8” Blades reg. 23.49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SAL
3 only 28 tooth
■^7■9^’?B|adeSTeg;■31;75'{.^:.:;.,v>;vv^;■^
: 4 only 28 tooth
10.” Blades reg. 37.69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . SAL
■ 3 only 40 tooth
7y4” Blades reg. 42.69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SAL
1 only 40 tooth
8” Blade reg. 45.75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SAL
3 only 40 tooth 
■9” Blades reg. 50.79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE'
2 only 40 tooth
10” Blades reg. 55.49. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE'
WHITE OR BROWN :
Ail weather products 020 gauge aluminum gutter 
comes; in I white pr-brown Onisk 
required such as downpipe & elbows.
: Prefinished panels — 4x8 sheets' Real Bargain Prices.
Sunset Hickory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High Country Sago. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High Country Saddle.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Building a fence is Easy when you shop at Beaver! Our 
knowledgeable sales staff will help you select the fence
supply you with a!! the materials you need.
each
5/16 X 31/2 Clear Cedar T &G Panelling - will dress up 
any wall or ceiling.
Butidle covers 19 sq. ft. ..v.^v^.;;.;.;0Hl
1 > S'
~ Good One Side . :..
32.3 square feet.' ’'
jSL PAQnV
cis:^
CASH & CARRY ........... .. .BUNDLE
General Electric brand, wire-in heaters at real savings.
590WA‘rT' ■ IfiS
reg. 24.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
' lim WATT ' .
reg. 38.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE^^
reg. 40.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.SALE^J.





reg. 59.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . SALE®f^ =.
256® WATT . 'I '''
Panels formed
into the sections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ONLY
16’x7’-Woodsman Sectional Steel 
Door. (1 only). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OKIV s
10 ft. rails, 6 ft. Cedar posts and 
galvanized nails. —'
I §
SUPER BUY ONLY 13^^ | §
K ^ A. ■“ * S
Q ^
4 u X 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . /. . . . . . . . . .
'Aqiprican standard'........'.. . . . . . OSIJ.yoa.'JS^^ | ' ^
Cascade 40 Gal. ElectricI;®
ONLY
I 2’0”x6’8”x1.3/8”, ...
I 2’4"x6’8”x13/8” . .. .38*®
500mL. reg. 6.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SALE
200 grams, reg. 2.99... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE ■
40pz. .^eg. 7.99 ..,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SALE'S!” '
2b?grams^ rer4^99*^^'" • ^ .SALE 3^^
BOlDgram^ reg. 3.29. . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE^
400 grams'.-reg. 3.29. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE ‘
|;l 300 grams, reg.-3.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. .SALE
it Rose & Flower Insecticide 
fit AerosoUSp ml:, reg. 4.69. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
I til '''' '
M ' '
A bundle covers , ‘ ^ I
J 500 ml., reg. 6.49.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
-.Smmmm
...................... > |i
i ' ' '' '
I 40 pc.' Socket Sets. 1/4" & 3/8" Drive SAE & Metric.
' EkCEPTIONAL BUY
l.'J* /I'i • ; »■'!' 'ir' *• »V«. »•' - I;0NLY^wmimwiiwiiiorimni
1*" u
' '12 sq. ft. boxes'
Plflin ONLY per box
Patterns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; only 1.1 \m box
2’6”x6’8”x1 3/8” ....3®"“




600 mL. reg. 5.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
■ n‘. , .
1 lb. reg'.'1’.69. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IISALE
Slug Bait Killer
1kg, reg. 2.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
Kiliex • Uwn Weed Killer
250 mL. reg. 3.99. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
Kiliex • Lawn Weed Killer
.■v'’;vi.;:,v/.'®'SALE:500 niL!, reg. ^50.
SALE ONLY







Rog. 4.95 ' ■
SALE'
Heavy gutigo alumlhiirD side rails wllli safety sgro-grlp 
design rungs. Two 10' pieces with rope ““ “ ‘
!i , and pully Included. EACH
ABS;:viMYl.?SHUTTEt«8:
- . , BSOWM.'®;::::.:;---;;::-;:;
8 pr. only 15”x39”
Reg: 25,39 ...............................SALE J





4:pr, only 16” x 39”
.Roo;'25.39.SALE’
39’’X33-.ft.:.''
Vinyl covered Green . . . . . .SALE&Ai:; :
48”X33 ft.
Vinyl covered Green; ,
;39'’;><3'3lt;
Black wire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36” X 80 ft.
Hdrnp & Qarddn Fence ,, . . , .SALE ICf ; roll
All lumber dimensions are approximate.
2” X 4” X 8’
No. 2 & Better.. . . . . . . . . . . . each J
2”x6”x8’
No. 2 & Better. . . . . . . . . . . .-.flach i
2” X 4” X 10’
; No. 2&Better ;.;.v..;:.;eiclii
2” x 4’^x»»
No; 2&Better;.;...:Vr..«acfc 
, No. 2 & Belter..........each w
2” x6” X14’
No. 2 & Better. . . . . . . . . . . . . each'
2”x4”x12’
No. 2 & Better. . . . . . . . . . . . . . each i
No. 2Si Better; .each'
2’^ X 6® x12’
; No. 2 & Better .. .: ;. . . . .each'
2" X 6” X 16’ K!20
............ ..eacli^S.,.
21 /4 Common 31/4 Common
# * ■ • f • • ♦ * •
No, 2 &;Better
2x4x921/4 FIR STUBS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mcli
Buy 20 or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . each






Eas/toltistallr low; cost 
^ ■;,'rakoa;nib8l'finishes.:;:;;













12’ wide groon turf
"OJJtV,





10:00 - 8:00^^^^^^^; p
BEACON AND Fimi ST. SIDNEY FMONE 858412S
A coiDplete hArdwaro and bulidlhg supply service
EXHIBITION RACE BUS departs every Satur­
day, at 10:30 a.m., in front of
VICTORIA AIRPORT RES. 656-3331
Sealey praises role of senior citizen centre
ByTOMCRONK
Sidney’s Senior Citizen’s Center was filled to 
near capacity, September 11, when 125 people 
attended the 10th Anniversary Dinner, 
celebrating the erection of the present building.
Following the conclusion of a sumptuous 
meal, and six numbers performed by Roberta 
Dunbar with assistance from accompaniast. 
Sue Howard, guest speaker Mayor Norma 
Sealey, addressed the gathering.
The mayor touched briefly on the historical 
events leading to the erection of the building 
and its official opening September 12, 1971, but 
declined to speak with regard to the highlights 
of the building’s first 10 years of operation.
“It would’’, she 
said, “entail a very 
subjective assessment 
on my part. 1 would 
venture to say that 
virtually everything 
that has occurred here 
in the past 10 years 
has been a ‘highlight’ 
to someone’’.
Mayor Sealey said 
that “one need only 
look around at the 
variety of activities 
that occur and the
multiplicity of per­
sonal services 
provided through the 
centre, to conclude 
that it, (the centre), 
has had a profound 
inpact on the social 
fabric of the com­
munity.”
She suggested that 
established theories 
which advocate 
optimism and a 
positive attitude as 
arrestors to some
extent, of the aging 
process, basically 
agree with her per­
sonal theories — that 
age is a state of mind. 
The mayor further 
suggested that a center 
such as the seniors 
enjoy can help to 
develop that optimism 
or positive state of 
mind.
Then came the bad 
news; the mayor’s 
explanation why it is
so difficult to predict 
accurately those 
future municipal 
programs which might 
directly affect seniors.
“Any predictions 
we might make” 
Madam Sealey said, 
“arc based on a 
number of assum­
ptions, arrived at 
p a r t i a 11 y b y
guesswork, but 
hopefully with a little 
knowledge attached.”




she said, “is the speed 
with which change is 
occurring in society. 
Because we cannot 
freeze in time, we will 
be caught up in the 
changes around us. 
Expectations and 
demands of society 
are giowing at an 
incredible rate and 
quite frankly, we are 
arriving at a state 
where we simply 
cannot afford to have 
the style of life we 
think we would like to 
have.”'
“The only real 
alternative”, said the 
mayor, “is to say we 
must moderate our 
demands as much as 
psosible. We must 
encourage self-help 
wherever possible.”
Mayor Sealey does 
not forsee much 
change in the present 
transportation system 
except that she expects 
it will continue to 
improve since it is a 
service predicated on 
‘demand’.
She does, however, 
see major changes 
forthcoming in the 
Health Care Services 
area, with greater 
stress being places on 
preventative services 




“It is”, she says, 
‘ ‘b e 11e r : t o *; stay 
healthy, than get sick 
and be nursed back to 
health”, and ^ sees 
senior activity centers 
as the logical place for 
location of supportive
services.
With regard to 
education services, it 
became evident the 
mayor is a firm 
believer that the active 
mind should have no 
cause to deteriorate, 
and is therefore happy 
that Camosun College 
has extended its 
services into the area.
It is her belief that 
use of these extended 
services should be 
encouraged for all 
ages. The preliminary 
proposals for an 
increased supply of 
‘talking books’ and 
large print books to 
aid those with visual 
impairments, which 
will hopefully be 
ensconsed in the new 
library definitely meet 
with her approval.
The mayor believes 
that “reading and 
keeping informed is 
important to a great 
many people in order 
for them to continue a 
meaningful life.”
Recreation was the 
mayor’s final topic 
and she stated that 
between the
Panorama Leisure 
Center and the 
Senior’s Activity 
Center, the senior’s 
choice of activities 
was being continually 
expand e d. Her 
suggestion to. the 
gathering was ^‘try 
everything, you; may 
even like' something 
3 you do hot expect to 
; like.”
“ You are never too 
old to be involved 




such as Edison who ^ 
was still inventing at 
90 years of age, and 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
who was still con-; ’ 
sidered the most, 
creative architect ia ; 
the world al the age of. : 
90, or GrandmaV 
Moses, who began her; ■ 
painting career at the; ' 
age of 79.
“Life can go on and 
on” she said. “Much ; 
of it is up to you, and 
with the assistance of 
centers such as this, 
you cannot fail.”
Cliff R u 11 a n , 
director of the center,;' 
thanked Mayor Sealey 
for her comments, 
and made her a 
presentation of the:; 
original ceramic 
casting of the town 
mascot “Sidney, the 
Seal”. . .
Following a few 
minor events, the 
evening ended, but the 
10th anniversary;: 
celebrations conr.: 
tinued. Some of the - 
members of the center ; 
were on hand at 
Sandown Racetrack 
September 12, for the ; 
running of the seventh 
race, dedicated to the ‘ 
center’s anniversary ;
1 by track officials; J
And that evening, , 
approx,imately 60 oH; 
more ; members at- -. 
tended a dance at the 
center where a good j. 
lime was had by all. ^
The 10th anniyersar;^: 
has ended, but as one, - 
rhember was heard to 
say “I’ll see another^ 
one of these. 1 plan to.' 
be around for a longer; 
long, time.” ^
Tsehum Inlet 
appears to be very 




cording to a report 
prepared for North 
Saanich and Sidney 
councils by the 
assessment branch of 
the ministry of the 
environment.
Value of a federal 
migratory bird 
sanctuary that covers 
most of the area has 
already been 
“severely com- 
promised” by existing 
development, the 
report states.
It recommends that 
marina expansion 
take place in Canoe 
Bay, not Tsehum 
Harbour, and favours 
subdivision of 
Tsaykum Peninsula 
for housing, in 
preference to ex­




analysis” of Tsehum 
Harbour and Canoe 
Bay was prepared 
from existing in­
formation, without 
new field studies, and 






It .stales that 
construction and
operation of marinas 
has caused extensive 
disturbance of im­
portant habitats of 
waterfowl and other 
wildlife and marine 
organisms, and has 
reduced water quality, 
but notes also that the 
sheltered bays close to 
a population centre 
and to popular 
cruising waters arc 
“ wcll-su i ted to 
marina development 
from a pitysical and 
economic per- 
speciivc.”
The report lists 
among “major 
concerns” lack of a 
consistent process for 
reviewing develop­
ment proposals within 
a clear framework of 
coastal planning; lack 
of co-ordination 
among agencies with 
foreshore jurisdic­
tions, and lack of 
consideration of the 
impact of develop­
ments on aesthetics, 
public access and the 
community.
North Saanich 
Alderman Jay Rangel, 
who was instiumcntal 
in having the report 
prepared, said 
Tuesday that he was 
well pleased with it, 
that a lot of work had 
gone into it and the 
authors had done a 
pood ioh.
“It falls to make 
the decisions for us,” 
he said, but that really
should not have been 
expected. The report 
should go to the 
municipality’s new 
environmental ad­
visory committee for 
study, and then it 
would be up to 
council to decide on 
future action.
With regard to a 
proposed expansion 
of Van Isle marina to 
provide space for an 
additional 325 boats 
behind a breakwater 
220 meters long, the 
report states that the 
expansion itself does 
not present .significant 
environmental 
problems, but that the 
breakwater might, 
and that it would also 
scverly limit the 
navigable entrance 
channel to Tsehum 
Harbour.
The main objection 
given to the expansion 
of Bosun’s Marina 
along wilh 20 
homesites and two 
parks is the loss of 
important waterfowl 
habitat and possible 
reduction in water 
quality due to 
dredging of the mud 
flat, plus the impact 
of 300 additional 
bouts on navigation in 
the liarbour.
Weighing this 
against the alternative 
proposal of fiuh. 
dividing the upland 
holdings into 36 half- 
acre lots the icpotl
states that the sub- land and water use, 
division proposal and social con- 
“seems to have fewer straints.”
Vandalism subject 
of complaints
Sidney Council voted at their meeting 
held Monday, September 14, to call in the 
owner of Family Fun Centre to discuss 
complaints outlined in a letter from Owen 
Lunn. Mayor Norma Sealey had also 
asked for and received a report from the 
local detachment of the RCMP which said 
other complaints had been made.
Owen Lunn said “wilful damage and 
vandalism” had taken place on his 
property next door to Family Fun Center 
and he asked the mayor and alderman to 
vi.sit his property and see the extent of the 
damage.
Comments of aldermen who went to 
view the property were, “The area looks 
like its been bombed,” “It was a 
I disaster,” “Something definitely must be 
done.”
After discussing the damage to the 
hou.se und property of ()wen Lunn, 
alderman Ben Ethier asked the question, 
“How can we say the vandalism radiates 
from that busine.s.s?”
After further discussion council voted 
to call in the owner of Family Fun Centre 
as the first step in any action that might be
Curling season opens
.loan Ward-Harris 
will be holding her 
annual exhibition of 
work this weekend at 
her studio-gallery at 
4491 Prospect Lake 
Road.
The show begins 
Friday at 7:30 p.m. 
a n d c o n t i n u e s 
Saturday and Sunday, 
from H):3I) p.m. to
Olcn Meadow,s 
Senior Mens Curling 
Club open I lie season 
at 9 a.m. Oct. 2nd. Ice 
will be available. 
Alter a practice
session, Ihe draw for 
rink personal will take
plnre.
All senior curlers 
and ‘would be' curlers 
arc welcome.
8;30 but
serious buyers arc 
advised to come eary 
nn lYidity,
On exhibit will be 
three dozen paintings, 
all riinv, and some
incorporating exciting 
changes in style. 
Tlicre will also be 
some signed, limited 
edition, prints.
Ward-Harris, who 
is a botanist, 
specializes in painting 
native plants, both 
cultured and wild, 
mainly in water­
colour. All are done 
ftoin life, and the 
paintings themselves 
arc very much alive.
H«*r finnufiF »;bmv 
draws hundreds of 
visitors, and her 
paintings aic in
collections across Prospect Lake Road
Canada, the United mid-wtiy beiwcen
States arid Europe. West Saanich Road
The gallery Is on and We.si Burnside.
Off duly Corporal 
finds stolon canoo
Alertness of an off- 
duty R.C.M.P, 
corporal led to the 
t ecu very of a .stolen 
canoe und fishing 
equipment on 
Tbur»:dny. Ocorg'’; 
Spencer, who is now 
with Colwood dctach- 
inciu hut lives in
Sidney, thought two 
juveniles were acting 
su.spiciou.sly and on 
investigation found 
the canoe hidden in 
bushes near the beach 
';U 'n;v.’,an Day, The, 
theft had not even 




Missing from Old West - Verling - Bryn Rd. area since Thurs., Sept, 
11th. Large, dark, spayed female Seaipoint Siamese. Needs 
medication. If Seen Please Caii;
Harvest time with a vengeance right now, 
and the flower gardens abla2e with fall 
colour. . all rather wonderful, and made to 
be enjoyed to the fullest, since, as we all 
know, the ne.xt item on the agenda is winter.
September 8th we picked most of the 
squash, being careful to leave at least an inch 
of stem on each. The Zuccini are still 
producing, so were spared, and we left the 
.\corn squash, since they aren’t quite 
ready. . . they always seem to be the last to 
ripen.
It is still quite early to bring your squashes 
inside, but since ours weren’t getting any 
bigger, and we had the time and energy, it
seemed sensible to act. If you are a new 
gardener, one way you can judge when to 
pick squash is by the night-time temperature. 
When we have several nights when the 
temperature falls below 45 degrees (about 8 
cent) you should bring them in, or their 
“keeping” quality will be shortened.
Like onions, squash, and melons need to 
be “cured” to bring out their flavor. To 
“cure” them, put them in the warmest place 
you can find for 10 days or two weeks. We 
have a cupboard in the utility room (which 
also houses the furnace) and 1 put squash on 
top of that cupboard (nervously, since the 
top is some eight feet above the floor). .My 
spouse put a piece of quarter-round along 
the edge, since I had a terrible feeling 1 
would be “crowned” by a twenty pounder, 
one day, while I was innocently washing 
clothes, directly underneath.
Before “curing” begins, wash all squashes 
with a solution of bleach and water (one 
tablespoon of bleach to a quart of water), 
gi\'ing the ends of each, special attention. 
The bleach taste, and smell, disappears in 
hours, and you will have got rid of a lot of 
possible mildew's, bugs, etc. with this simple 
bath. Tomatoes are another vegetable that 
loses a lot of quality when subjected to 
colder nights. I am inclined to be an op- 
tomist and leave them out longer than many 
folks, but as they begin to turn pink, it is a 
good idea to bring them inside. If you want 
them to ripen in a hurry, put them in a closed
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brown paper bag, and add a nice ripe apple 
(you should be able to smell a strong, apple 
fragrance for this to work.)
Tomatoes may be brought in, washed, and 
frozen whole, as they come from the garden. 
If you are lucky, and have great big ones, 
you might quarter them, more for con­
venience, later, than anything else. I still like 
to bottle some of them, as they are delicious, 
served cold, instead of a salad, during the 
w'inter.
If you are growing red peppers for the first 
time, or if some of your green peppers are 
turning red, watch them, since red peppers 
are more perishable than their green 
relatives. Those of you who feed the birds 
during the winter would be w'ell advised to 
begin your feeding campaign now'. If you 
start early enough, the wee darlings get used 
to coming to your feeders, instead of going 
elsew'here. We have a w'ire container with a 
mixture of fat, peanut butter (just a taste of 
the latter, since its price has gone mad) and 
some Red River cereal, on the go, and have 
attracted “Bush Tits” and “Chickadees” 
even though there is still lots to eat in the 
garden.
The grapes are showing some signs of 
turning colour, but are still aw'fully small. 
Some more thinning of the bunches is in 
order, and lots more water. The fig tree is 
laden w-ith fruit, but nothing ripe, as yet, but 




CORNER OF KEATING X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES.
LOWER FLOOR OF STANDARD FURNITURE
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR 
BUILDING SUPPLY NEEDS WITH US
icHardivare 
ir Lumber
-k Cabinets kr Insulation
if Appliances
and ft complete line cf buiSdlng and renovation raalerlals,
652-9141












With Your Building Supply Needs!!!
WHtther youVe thinking oft REPAmiNG, REPIACING OR 
MAINTAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
FALL SALE STARTS SEPT. I6th.26ttt
iv-’f; m vrowifdge so neio you wiir- your piejeci
«•#% rp ftktmt mi prrimti fm otm SS mt
VISIT OUTLIR DROTHi® BUILDAUL TODAY 
THE SUPERMARKET OF DUIIDINO MATERIALS.
STAND BfHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
CHECH OUR FIVER 
FOR FULL OETAILS
fV .Vl.•aiMm
Will HHpH pipn 2040 KEATING )( ROAD 
6524121
Opfi Moidiiy to Friday 7:30 a.m, to 5:30 a.m 
litifdayi 1:00 i.w. (0 S:30 p.m.
s '
Even in a comparatively small city and 
working for a comparatively-small 
newspaper which had budgets and/or in­
clinations which severely restricted even out- 
of-the-building sports coverage, 35 sports- 
department years had to bring the op­
portunity to watch a lot of things and to 
meet a lot of people. And to pile up a lot of 
memories.
They return in no particular pattern and, 
often, for no particular reason, but recall, 
which surely isn’t what it used to be, is more 
often about people than events. There were 
many who left lasting impressions and many 
a pleasant memory, and among those who 
always come readily to mind are:
ROGER LEGER: The burly, grim-faced 
French Canadian coach of the professional 
Victoria Cougars who in my time was by all 
odds the most popular athletic figure in this 
area. No diplomat and not likely the type 
who would have made a good bench coach, 
he was an inspirational playing coach, who 
led by sweated example and gave Victorians 
their most-exciting hockey season. Memories 
abound of the championship Western 
Hockey League season and the post-game 
meetings in his digs at the Kent Apartments.
LESTER PATRICK, the patrician Silver 
Fox, who should always be listed as No. 1 in 
Canadian hockey history. He didn’t take 
kindly to the slightest criticism of his team, 
even in the first season when it set records 
for futility which still stand. “You don’t 
write anything bad about George Straith’s 
Men’s Wear,” he u.sed to declare rather than 
ask. Autocratic at times but a dignified 
charmer, too. Respect remains, and the job- 
created association with him was, and 
remains a highlight.
FRED HUTCHINSON: The feUow who 
fully lived up to Patrick’s introduction as the 
best general manager in hockey, far better at 
his job than anyone I ever met. High-strung 
but remarkably efficient, he was co­
operative and thoughtful and he kept you 
informed and took you behind the scenes to 
help make your job easier. A few more like 
him and it would have been a breeze.
AL LEADER: The best president any 
hockey league ever had. Honest, hard­
working, dedicated and a stubborn battler, 
he was probably the only person who could 
have kept the Western League going as long 
as it did. There were owners who didn’t like 
him and/or didn’t agree with him, but there 
weren’t many, if any, dumb enough not to 
realize they needed him. Hockey could use 
an Al Leader today, but if the chance came it 
probably wouldn’t let him emerge, principles 
now being something which tend to hold one 
back.
PUNCH IMLACH: A man never ignored. 
You either liked him or disliked him, and it 
was the former for me. Vital, tough-minded, 
smart, a survivor, he was an enigma in that 
he practiced and preached positive thinking 
but at the same time vvas about as super-
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stitious as it is possible for a person to be. 
Would dearly have loved to print the 
colorful stories and opinions about the NHL 
given on a weekend fishing trip. Asked what 
he would do if 1 did, he grinned and said 
“Oh, 1 would just have to deny that 1 said 
it.”
REG PATTERSON: A big catcher from 
Port Alberni who became general-manager 
of the Victoria Athletics, later theTyees, of 
the Western International Baseball League. 
His trials and tribulations at that job would 
be a classic if they could be assembled in 
book form. Lively and congenial, he made 
covering his club fun and a compilation of 
training-camp and road trip incidents would 
be a hilarious baseball hit even today. But 
the memory that is there most often is that of 
the telephone call which informed that Reg 
had been fatally injured in a car accident.
MARTY KRUG: A grizzled little oldster 
who played with the 1912 Boston Red Sox 
and the 1922 Chicago Cubs and came to 
Victoria to manage the WIBL club. A droll 
character whose love of beer was, just 
maybe, second to his love of baseball, he had 
what might be called a.different ESP. It 
became ritual for post-workouts and post­
game sessions to hide the suds before Marty 
came to the room. But it never worked. He 
would pause momentarily after he came 
through the door, get his bearings and hone 
in on the hiding place. Then we watched with 
appreciative admiration as he tilted the 
bottle back and drained it without 
swallowing, or losing the smile his success 
brought. May there be a lot of artesians 
wherever he is now.
BURLEIGH GRIMES: The last of the 
legal spitball pitchers, he spent 19 years in 
the major leagues, mostly with Brooklyn 
Dodgers, and won 270 games. Met at 
training camp when Victoria Athletics were 
part of the New York Yankee farm system, 
Old Stubblebeard was not at all like the 
fierce, give-rio-quarter competitor he was as 
a pitcher but friendly and considerate. And a 
fount of information at the evening training-
camp bull sessions//
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BOBBY LOCKE: One of the most 
delightful evenings on the job was spent in 
the company of this jovial South African 
squire after he and Stan Leonard had played 
an exhibition match at Royal Colwood Golf 
and Country Club. A much greater golfer 
than most realize, certainly in the top dozen, 
he bogeyed the first hole in carding a 69 
which was surprising until you realized that 
he putted for birdies on 17 holes and that he 
was one of the great putters of his time. A 
pleasant gentleman, but by no means a 
faceless one.
ARCHIE MOORE: Extremely interesting, 
likeable and entertaining, a fellow who left 
you with the desire to meet him again. And a 
thoughtful and appreciative man who w'ore 
lightly the fame his boxing ability, and 
personality, brought him. Among only a few' 
mementos kept is a scrawled letter from the 
fellow’ who became world light-heavyweight 
champion at age 36. It was an expression of 
thanks for an article written about him and it 
is a pleasure to remember that he took the 
time to write it when he was in most demand.
GEORGE LYTTLETON-ROGERS: Not 
quite sure why the gangling Irish Davis Cup 
tennis player returns frequently to mind but 
remember that he was planning to make his 
home on a Greek Island so that there would 
be a constant supply of grapes, which he 




CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
LET US GET YOUR CARPETS 
& UPHOLSTERY REALLY CLEAN
Page 15
.JOE DELAHUNTY: The man who gave 
me a job at The Daily Colonist in 1944; a 
kind person and a fair one, he was an ex­
cellent newspaperman. He wanted the truth, 
and it remains a sad memory that he paid 




It gives much more 
than it takes.


















Open Every Day At 11 A.M
Chinese ^ Western Food
Light Luncheons 
“Try Us - You'll Like It"




TWO ROOMS OR MORE $"^1 €|K
220so. FT PER ROOM .................. .......... ^
SCOTCHGUARD PROTECTORANT rc
so n. ....................... ......................... ... . . 1 .................^
COMMERCIAL RATES |
ASH ABOUT CAR & MOTOR HOME RATES
EDB?E 656-9180.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
r; ... T
STORE HOURS:^
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
if’® Prices Effective:
SEPT. 16, 17, 18 & 19tii, 1981
Home off SUPER tsavlnga!
Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
FRESH GRADE "r WHOLE
FRYING CHICKEN
.. .LB.
CANADA GRADE “A" BEEF
BARON OF BEEF
Cut from Bottom Round 












^ ^ M ^ 
^2^® SIRLOIN STEAK
. . . . . . LB.














mm mHrLit i.i.Hr ouutv .
LUNCHEON MEAT.,.59^





or Veal Cutlets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IB.
IMPORTED
TOMATOES











COOKING A €<11)11 







4minis.. . . . . . . . . . .
"fUTSsr
FLOUR








SLICED PEACHES 14 01.
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i-.. Well planned and built with 
care, this new 3 B.R. split
1. country 
t 'family room
L level home offers a peaceful 
setting, warm 
with wood 
t .stove, Rec. room, large 
t living room, dining room, 
‘ thermo windows, 3 
J bathrooms, double garage, 








3 BR home on .6 acre in 




i Immaculate 2 bedroom 
I home in Sidney close to all 
" amenities.
I .. $85,000
^-^Townhouse in quiet, well 
-eared for complex. Close to 
® Sidney amenities.
L $119,500
T; ; 3 B.R. split level home in 
> South Sidney. 1 year old on 
quiet cul-de-sac.
;:^T-v;>,:;$i89,ooo ;
^Quality, energy efficiency 
g^^^nd location, combined 
^^th low maintenance make 
?5»^i:his comfortable home 
>^^xcellent value:
For more information on 





Sidney home ;>with eyer- 
thing. Swimming pool, 
hbbby rooms, spiral 
staircase. Approx. 3638 sq. 






BlR., 2'/2 baths. Part 
t*:i|iasement, garage, storage, 
Ml^ully furnished and added 





'I 2395 Beacon Avc. 
Sidney
p=r==:====:
I REDUCED TO $79,900
Sidney Court Townhouse, 3 
bedrooms, IV? baths, $25. 
'monthly assessment, close to 
ocean and Beacon Ave., and 









Water view building lots 
available in Deep Cove 
area. New cul-de-sac,' 
municipal wtiier, nn- 
dergrouiul services. $65,0(K) 
(o$85.(X)0,
BILL MOSHER 
656-7117 Res. 656-5584 Off.
FAMILY home:
Three bedroom, two 
balluooms, freshly painted, 
immediaie occnpancy- 
VemJor will arrange 
financing up to .$6'>,0(K) at 
14.7.5 Wo for c|iiaHflcd 
pnr.'ihas^r' I .isterl at
$%.yoo,
BILL MOSHER 
656-7117 Res. 656-5584 Off.
clfflfEiNCUBUlKlIY VAllIV,
■ m** 4««d»4i 37S 4B0
9rM(i-ig CoUl* ofiU
f.pllfifinl. Wilt rorry 
fnoflgiKi* tyir CmII 1









Selective and Superior 
Sat. & Sun. 2-5 p.m.
(West off Pat Bay Hwy at 
McTavish to Canora)
9348 Trailcreek Drive 
This outstanding retirement 
village is a much to view. 
The home you will admire is 
1050 sq. ft., with most 
attractive, built-ins, electric 
furnace, full cement crawl- 
space, carport, and large 
storage area. The recreation 
.complex is second-to-none. 
Make your offer before it is 
too late.
SIDNEY
If you are looking for a 
spacious, no-step home, 
with insulated and heated 
crawl-space, large attached 
double garage — you 
should see this new quality 
home situated on a quiet 
cul-de-sac. Good financing 
possible: Asking $129,0(X). 
:.MLS.;;, T',
LOTS
Phone to view these nicely 
located lots. One is a Vi . 
acre in Deep Cove area, and 
3 acre adjacent lots on the 
south side of Cloake Hill. 
Also 3 waterview lots in 






One block to Marinas in 
Sidney’s finest area. An 
exceptional home with 4 
bedrooms and 2 fireplaces, 
quality rugs and many 
extras. Vendor will carry 




.9 ACRE LOT 






Deluxe 2 bedroom 
waterfront townhouse. 
Moorage available. MLS. 
$235,000.
BRIGHT & CHEERY 
2 or 3 BR, full basement 
home. Delightful sunroom. 
$35,000 mtg. at 14%%. 
Close to beach. MLS. 
$115,000.
UNDER $100,000 
Best buy in Sidney. 2 BR. 
Full basement, 9 years old, 
corner lot. MLS. $99,500.
MINI FARM
5.9 acre farm. 3 BR, 1680 
sq. ft. New home, separate 
workshop. MLS. $260,000.
NO STEPS
Immaculate 3 bdrm. 
bungalow next to treed 
park. 1 Vi baths, garage, 
workshop. MLS.‘ $110,000.
DEVELOPERS!
' 5 acres in North Saanich 
;zoned R-2: Immaculate 
older home. $325,000.
SUMMERGATE 
Vacant 2 BR, 2 bath unit. 4 
appliances included. Asking 
$105,000.
FAMILY HOME
Spotless 3 BR split-level. 
Rec room. Big lot, great 
location. MLS. $127,000.
FULL-TIME ADVERTISING TYPESETTER 
REQUIRED by Vancouver Weekly, 
experienced on Edit Writer 7500 or 
similar equipment on asset. Resume 
to Arrowsmith Star, Box 1300, 
Forksville. B.C. VOR 250. na-37
Construction
Superintendent
A maior tlesign-buill coiiliac'ot located in 
iov.'et mainland requiies a superintendent O/*- 
perienced in commercial llusfi indjslnal con­
struction tor a project in lliu Greater Victoria 
area, the position '.vill oc tel on a contract 
basis covering approx 4-5 months Salary 
commensurate with the applicant's qualiiica- 
lions and experience. All mquiiies -will be 
treated conlidentially. Phone B, Uuckingnair. 
31 731-5631, local 71.
0828-3/)
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
1966 VALIANT 4 Dr. Custom 200. 
Auto. Irons. City test dotod Aug./82. 
Good running order. $600.656-5005. 
37____________________
1968 DODGE Poloro, 8cyl. runs good, 
some rust. Must sell, oilers. 656- 
0031. 37
69 VAUXHALL, 4 door, low mileage, 
good transportation. $400. OBO 656- 
7159oiler 6 p.m.3894-37
FOR SALE FOR PARTS - 





74 DATSUN Hotchbock Auto. $33,000 
miles. 1 owner - lody. Spotless in­
terior, Rodio. Michelln rodiols, ex­
cellent cond. $3275. or nearest offer. 
Phono 652-3157. 3880-37
SAVE MONEY
Fibreglass your attic with your 
government grant plus $50., 




S750 - 3rd St. 
656-0246
0611-11
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
Applications are invited lor the.position ol 
Caleleria I (Kitchen Aide ■ Cleaning) at Stelly's 
Secondary School, 20 hours per week, 10 
months per year, elleclive October t. 1981 
Duties will include operaling dishv/ashing 
machine and general caleleria cleaning. 
Salary range, $7,19 pet hour to $7 84 per 
hour.
Application lorms are available horn Ihe 
School Board Otiice, 2125 Keating Cross 
Road. Victoria. B.C., lelephone 652-1151.









at the loot of Beacon Ave.
656-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics
Open Fri. Night 
until 9 p.m.VISA
FOOD PROCESSOR with 4 at- 
tachmonts, slicer, grater, kneading 
and chopping; Kitchenoide mixer 
with meat grinder, and other at­
tachments; 2 blenders. 652- 4705. 37
PLATE GLASS MIRROR beveled 
edges, 3x6’ SllO. 2023 Sunfield 
Cresc. 656-2728.3922-37 
CCM TACKS skates, size 6: Hitashi 
850 cassette deck; Koss electric 
headphones; McIntosh 1200 receiver. 
Apt. 411, 2433 Mala view, Sidney, 5 to 
11 p.m.
FIREWOOD — Alder, limited supply 
of dry wood. SI 00/cord, delivered. 
Green alder, $90/cord, delivered. 
537-9525, 537-5714 Ganges. 3891-40 
6" FOAM MATTRESS, queen Ihe,
spotless, near new, S175 or best 
offer. Phone 652-3157. 3081-37
MILL FIREWOOD for Sale. 16" length. 
Full 3 cord load. S200/load, delivered 
Sidney area, book early limited 
supply. 537-5714; 537-9525, 9 - 5 p.m. 
3857-43
LE COTEAU FARHHS
Macintosh Apples, hot house 
tomatoes, house plants. Open 
Daily 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
304 Walton Place, 
oil Oldfield Rd.
658-5888 „
. FRESH green broccoli ovoiloble now 
or orders token. 1321 Verling Avo. 
652-1656. 3945-38
WANTED To Buy — Wheel barrow 
and any gorden equipment and tools. 
656-1074. 3898-37
TORO LAWN MOWER. Commercial. 











TO RENT In Sidney, bungalow fully 
furnishod. electric heating, 3 
bedrooms, November 15 to April 15. 
Rotlrod couple only, no pets, no 
children, $450 per month. 656-5774. 
3947-37
FULL TIME CASHlER/stock person 
needed. Please reply Box "T". c/o 
The Sidney Review, Box 2070, Sidney, 
V8L 3S5. 3882-37
BABYSIT your home. 2'/i year old girl 
needs day care, 5 full days a week. 
656-3B29after6p.m.3890-37 
1 PERMANENT POSITION available at 
Swartz Boy wilh company involved 
with tourist • oriented work. Should 
be resident of Sidney area. 382-4207 
for interviews. ; 3892-38
PART-TIME receptionist required for 
Sidney professional office. 656-4164. 
391 4-37 : -■■■'' ,.’^-
HOUSEKEEPING, 3 hours per week in 
a Brentvvood apartment. 652-9329. 
3926-37
AFTER SCHOOL care required for 8 
year old, Saanichton " elementary 
area. 652-4802 after 5 p.m. 3928-37 
LADY FOR housecleaning, 4 hours 
weekly. References required. Phone 
656-3068, after 5 p.m. ■ 3897-37
CAR RENTAL Company requires 
Sidney resident or retired person on 
call for port time duty. Sidney areo. 
Pleasant personality, driver’s licence 
and mathematics essential. 650-8459 
evenings. 3896-37
$100 IN GIFTS for hostessing your 
friends to a dinner party In your 
homo, food provided and cooked in 
live-vapour by lifetime Stoinless Steel 
Cookware demonstrator, learn how 
to soye energy, vitamins, and 
hundreds of dollars annually. To 
book o Sept, dinner party pfooso 
phone Connie 476-5725. 3905-37
THE ARROWSMITH STAR~'^kTy on
Voncouvor Island, requires a 
reporter to cover primarily sporls and 
community nows. Car and camera
nocossary. Send resumes to Box




Skippered 41 ft. - up to 
10 people
‘Fishing - Sightseeing
Water Taxi 17 ft. - up to 51 
people:
To ali Islands - Rates on 
request.
658-35gL ^
4 CUSHION NYLON chesterfield and 
choir like new $175: Genera! Electric 
vacuum, tops, S75; Slim Gym 
Exersizor, new $55. 656-1591
evenings. 37
COLOR TV and stand, $75; Sunbeam 
steam iron $10.50; Gurney oi! range 
$50; small space heater $25; Sun- 
beom twin blade electric mower, $45. 
656-7670. ^
10" MTD gas reel lownmower, ex­
cellent condition recently sharpened, 
new puli cord, 2.5 HP Briggs S 
Stratton engine, $115. 652-9495. 37
JIRL'S 3 SPE^ "Deelite’' bicycle.
Hondlebar brakes, 17" wheels, metal 
basket, kick stand. Used but in good 
'Condition. Suit 8 -11 year old. For 
quick sale, $50. 656-6466 after 6 p.m. 
•39.'''.-'; >■.
CUTE KITTENS need good home. 
Good mousing stock. 656-3420. 3918- 
37 , 
WHITE CHIHUAHUA erbss 2 year old 
female, needs good home with 
odults. 658-8891 4 - 6 p.m. 3935-37 
7 LITTER TRAINED kittens” free^To
good homes. 652-1383 after 5 p.m. 
3940-37 . ■
BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED chocolate 
Labrador puppies, excellent hunting 
dogs from field trial stock, good with 
children, super pets, oil shots, tat-Y 
tooed, wormed, Price $250.00. Phone 
112-576-9234. na-37
GRAND OPENING MISSION CITY 
Aquarium center and Pet Supplies 
206-33123 1st Avenue. Mission, B.C. 
Phone 112-826-8051 September 11 to 







NAZI and imperial German war
^ Repairs on alL makes, Inboards, oul- 
p boards, sterridrives.
.BHW MARINE .MARINER, OUT- KS 
4 BOARDS .MICHIGAN WHEEL '' 
^ .FEDERAL PROPELLERS .GREGOR 
P ALUM BOATS .CREW & CHRIS 
? CRAFT .RUTTERS CLINKER BOATS
I I
''iI
medols, badges; armbands, flags, 
uniforms, etc. wanted. Cash paid, 
privole collector. 721 ■1692. 37
xj WANTED. Stainless steel prawn trap 
3 snaps, opprox. 7" 478-1450. 3909-38
w- ■ , . ■ ~
Work Wanted
IN SIDNEY
3 bndrooin, 1'/) h.ilhfoorna. lull bilsanirrni 
limisr!, 5 ,ip|ili.inc,Bs included, Funnfid-in 











2489 Ikncon Avc. 
Sidney, U.C.
656-5511
BEST BUY IN SIDNEY 
*109,000 
10>/4% FINANCING
Phono to vlow this 3-bodrooni 
homo in quiol, newer area ol 
Sidney,
Barm or Diaiw Heaiko
mam-mmi
lANSUM NARROWS DIVEIORMENTS
LTD. Ollerlrrg lot the llr»t lime Twp 
rhnlr.e - orerir, wfllniTronI Inii on 
Inmulihil SplHpnna Ulund, 0,C. Lul 1
• 10,3 ar.rnt 1300 Inol herwh fronloo*. 
$347,000,00. lot 3 ■ 13,1 oa»* 490 
loot l)*nt,h (rficilno*. 1223,000 C)0. 
Tertvit ovpilnliln fall colloft 1\2'(i53 
4437 or 112 5,17 9242 nn-37
ISO ACRES HIOHIV fRODUCnVI 
lAND n.wr Sirilfher. In iho flulkley 
.Vallny, 60 otTfen Iri hay, reody for' 
plorillog, benuHlul view, hnm«*i1«,
phnnn r..,(f 11 W Ann ml
moliile hrxne nnd lull line a( 
mochlnery dveilnble in well, 
terellenl deni lar cnmplele pinckuga, 
Sei'le* Inriutrl** fn fin* 411 lelkwn, 
B.C, VOJ2XOof phun# 112 846 5W7, 
n n ••,11
AVAILABLE approximately 
November 1 lo March 1, one 
bedroom waterfront home, Non 
smoker, no pels $500 iHjr monlh, 
Includes ullllllos. Reply lo Qox "U". 
c/o Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, VOk 3S5.
MAUI, IIAVyAII Luxury ociianiront 
rondomlnlum, fully equipped pool, 
lacuni, Summer $275.00 U.5, week. 
$925,00 month (to Nov, 30) Winter 
$350,00 week. $1,200.00 tnonih. 









SINOIF flEMT tpquitps qiiird tiousd ai sudn, 
Cbiilr.il tir Noilh Ra.irdCb, Hpl»liHni',«(i
.tv,iii.iiite, //, (piLiO'.iw)
RESPONSIBLE NON unrsklng mar lied 
couple (hnndymoiv (jordener) will 
(oinlake (or rent locnonehly) your 
tnrm or orroririB, preferably Snanlch 
I'eiilnsuln. negolinhle loim*, 652- 
:W02,_.......  ^ 3919-39
In vlrlnlly ol Pnrklondi School, 656-
17 ......... . ^ 3937-37
FUll.TIME employed couple, 1-2 
bedrottin houire or rollao® In quiet 
oteo. Heo.onoble lenl in exthnnoe 
lot up keep. Would like let leoie. 
Phono 656-1356, 3906-37
heing built. Sirinll home, oparlmeni 
Ol whol hove you, by 2 innuire 
loiponaihle itduHi, Con provide own 
llneni ulenoN Tf required, Pleme 
roll 656 0161 and leave nome ond 
lelephone number 3911 3’7
Dutch H/iarine 
Shop ltd.
9751 ■ 4th STREET
\
 656-4412
SEAGULL OUTBOARD motor. Silver 
Coitlury 40-plus long shall. First class 
condillon, $400,384-9661.3946-37 
13 II. runabout, oxcollont ski bool 
wilh completely overhauled 30 HP 
Johnson, Till Irailor and ski equip- 
monl. Oilers on $1.000. 656-6776, 
:i943-37
US i d'i^aH N E~po r I s ;Ti 5'6Wrr;d w;
155 V6 OMC, roconlly robulll, 
oulopllol, some controls, gouges ond 
o^ier plocos, Oilers 743-5005,3925-30
22' CABIN BOAT, Inboard engine, 
fresh water coolotl, Cornplololy 
rebuilt 1980. klool lor sport lishing, 
Mooring ovollablo. 657-17,33 . 3908-37 
UnTqUE TwTnInGINE ChTln CralT, 
25' X 9,5'. Economical V6's, novi 
huusings, new wiring, much more. 
Make oxcollont smoll cliortor boot, 
full ^olloy, (ridge, furnace, hood etc. 
•1 hallorlos, 100 gel, luel, Fasl ond 
reliable, Asking $10,000, $0,000 al 15 
per cent or possible small trade. 743- 
5005, ,',1924-3(1
iiHStruiments




has openings lor young sliirtenls.
Hlllsida Mall aroa.'
Call Mrs. Pye • 595-8182
‘Kelly Kirby Kinriergarlen course, .iges 3-0 
■ loroniq Consetvaiory Exams 
‘Playing Ini Pic.isurn
(3‘)03-3')>
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS 
ovollahlo locally at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Suidio). for unique learning ox- 
perlenrn. cnil Gil or Allsler at 656- 






SATURDAY, September 19 9-4 p.m. 
Sunday 10- 4 p.m. 10240 Fifth Street, 
Trumpet, wool printed carpet, cooler, 
fridge, lantern, furniture, dishes, cub 
uniform, misc. 37
SATURDAY ond Sunday. 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m. All kinds of goodies. 11110 
Trillium Place off West end Clayton, 
Deep Cove. 3920-37
10879 MADRONA DRIVE Saturday
ond Sunday. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Persian 
type corpet, 10 x 12; antique china 
cabinet; 1939 Kroehler hidabod; 
stained glass window and many more 
items. 3925-37
SATURDAY and Sunday, Sept. 19 ond 
20. 8 a.m. Save from 10% to 30% on 
accessories, used dinghys, fishing 
tackle, lubricants, life {ackots; rebuilt 
. pPops, used parts. Plus clearance on 
selected outboards, monzios Out­
board Stern-Drive, foot off Boacon 
Avo. across from Hotel Sidney. 656- 
32^^.3927-37
a^FAMILY GARAGE sale, 1049 Lucilfo
Drive, Brentwood, Saturdoy, Sop- 





Again availablo for Sltiney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmansni|) at 
roasonablo prlcofi,
Also oxcollont crows 
availablo (or larger |obs.
656-4133
Home Services''
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS, dishes, 
lawnmowor, and numorous items. 
All In good condillon. 2130 Bakorviow 
Place, alrporl oroa, 9 a,m, ■ 2 p.m. 
Salurdoy Soploinbcf I9|h, 3941-37
10740 • 5fh SItool, Saturday Sop- 
lornbor 19 from 9 • 4 p.m, Sunday 
'20lh, U) - 4 p.m. Furniluro, dishes, 
hidabod, Dimplox healer; trunks, 
dropos, old cliandollor. 37
SEPT. Tv *’"70. vTiT’TresiweT' oTf 
McTavish, Wringer v/ashor, wood 
honlor, single hod, clothes, now 
coromicn, and l^s morel. 3B0S-37
NifoHFouTTooT'TATi' “"you
norno II, We've go! III Scobon Dr., off 
Ml, Nnv/lon X Rd,, In Sounicblan, 5qt, 
Stipl. I9lh, I T. 4. 3004 37,
ISM, CATERPILLAR D7 Hydraulic 
do/Hi phono n2-795-3li75 or ll2- 




GARDEN $E»VICE. Pruning. Oruim 
Vnn Srhufkmciiin, 656 9104, i|
RESPONilBLE non sinnkinr) morri.iH 
couple iluindymnn/gnrdenBr) will 
coreloke (nr rent rwcisririobly) your 
foim or iirreoge, pielornhiy Srmnlch 
Penirisulo, Nrujtillnbhi inrms- IM- 
;W02._, .... ... „ J02O-39
nUfTnAaB, OAnilAfiE HAULEO, llnra
niphi iind flcien-up itihii, plioiui i)'>2..tn3n
CLARK ENTERP»I$E8
low price ladory salvage glass. Cut 
10 sire, 24 o».- 75c sq, II,: 32 ai. $1,25; 
3/16 $1.50, V." plain, $1.75, Bronie 
tint, 24 or. $1,00, 3/16 $'2.(X), Works 
ol 9750 4lb St. Sidney, Open Mon, ■ 
Trl, r2‘30 4 p,m., 'inluntriy 0 a rn.





IIARULL HULDINaS -LIU. Mobil* 
homni lofoled In parks on pods, 
linings and Soles We wolcom* oil 
i>iupii(i*s, listings wWriied Wb»«l 
fsiole,' ||Mione,, cnlletl, l.owof 
Moinloml Vi- Wivrilion, IJ64/-IU)lh 
Avenue Suirey, (I.C, V37 tH9. 112- 
Sfl5',162'.’. Kamloops Division, 90-1(10 
tieyirunif Sirewi, Kamloaps. B.C. V2C 
21/ 11,;.4/2 li/l I, Ihe Wheel tslqie 
IV -n l, f’l- H* d '
TRAVIl TRAILER, '73 Oold*n Frilron 
17'.I (I, **ll rnmoined, good l■nl|■ 
dllion, $3.(iri0. 1349 Columhiq Ave. 
Bieriiwood Bay, (coiner Wish Sqqrilth
4'i4'*,,i/
11 FT. KIT, RoQiironger, limrlem axle 
bevel irollif, fully equipped, In 
fluding Irjqd leveller, hilth and hroLe 
syslem. May he seen 01 Moihotir
GRAVEL OH SAND. $'23 dellvornri; (1 
fxigs manure sail, (hips, hoik, Kind 
('ll gravel, $16 delivered, 592 '7O60,
’,1113 9 - 3 7
BROv/n V979 imuk i -iVi’ pi^ U«l 
mmfel; 40 dinnnel Oil; twin spnokers; 
tape dork wilh rimphUni' In'" 
nuhrage, I'lesi ollei's ,3110 5740 3f15B
3_7..................... ;......
WOOD WINDOWS"aNtT DOORsT 
fnioranleed lowest prhes. Walker 
Ormr Ltd. Vancouver 112 366-1101, 
HClnh VoiKoiiver 1l9.9fl5'97l4, Rich­
mond, n2 2/3 /aT0, Kamloiips. 113 
"I"r4 ”|C66 rjaaemux npxnxs MI.-T 
Sepiemfxer, ^ ^ ^ nqjl
APARTMEMT IIEIO Kenmore 
wesher/spin diyer, Energy soving, 
iiiedftmanlhi, 1175, M12 3747, 3W4-
-U......... .
MODERN very pliiin seidorvi used 
txerl ihesleilield I'/IH), 653-4R75. 
39.13-37









FEMALE $IAME$E, daik Sealpolni 
(iiiswei* lo Callne Bean," (Alsslng 
li'om Old West-verling Bryn Rrl or«n 
since Thuisday Soplomber 13. 
Reward. Il sonri call 652-1353 or 652-
,i566.^__^_.. ...........................   ;;......y
$‘.'0 HEWARf-i for iho rofuin of our 
small spnyad (omtila Blue Point 
'iinmeso cal No qtiisslions asked, we 
just wont her liock. 652-1240, 3923-37 
FtM7No'"''$Tli'TMm 
klHea, 2 3 months old. Slddel Road, 
656 4669. .
lOS'f • Chibf'i lovourlle knitled jackel 
al ‘jaariUhltifi fair or parking Ini.
. . .....
LOST — Boy’s nylon jackol, 
groy & black, Vicinity ol Filth 
St. bolwoon l.ovoll and 
Amhorst Avos. Roward,
656-3476.
;1 Honin gioufifi, Oi'ir.linior isiiiiiw, milividiml 




tnppmg, limlimg, (unusrtius Iinii iiiiwivsi




COAAMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE; 
{formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual, marriage and 
fomily counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 
Fifth Street, Sidney. t^
COCOA BUTTER
Cocoa Butter, one of nature's 
most effective moisturizers 
and conditioners, is the active 
ingredient in all COCREMA 
Beauty Products. They are 
special preparations for dry 
skin and have been used for 
years as a ‘skin food’. 
COCREMA products are now 
available as Skin Creme, Hand 
& Body Lotion, Bath Oil, Beau­
ty Soap and Lip Balm at Sidney 
Pharmacy. (3/95-37)
iroooliwARD
for information leading to the 
conviction of person or per­
sons who removed prawn 
traps from line legally fishing, 
vicinity Coles Bay, August 
28-29/81.478-1450 (3916-33)
RIDE WANTED from Saanichton areo 
to Victoria or preferably Ook Bay 
Junior High School area. Will help 
with gas money. 652-1513. 3917-37
PRIMA ALOE VERA puts life back into 
tired, aging, or blemished skin. Call 
656-2922 for free demonstrotion. 
Distributors wanted. 3893-39
STUDENT: wants ride to UVIC 
Victoria daily, and back again. 8:30 
a.m. a 5:30 p.m. Call 656-1074. 3899- 
'37^
METAPHYSICAL WORK SHOPS 
Psychic consulting, personal 
readings, group lectures and healing 
by well known medium. Monthly 
newsletter. Contoct Box 907, Salmon 




POTTERY CLASSES. Make your own 
Christmas Gifts. Hond and wheel 
throwing, firing and glazing. Small 
class size. 656-5377. 3938-37
Education
PORTRAIT DRAWINGan<f Pointing for 
odults, day ond evening. Children's 
art after school. Tine's Studio. 479- 
2831 or 479-6070. 3886-37
VICTORIA SOCIETY OF ARTIST
exhibition of framed pornlrngs in oils, 
acrylics, water colours and pastels. 
Hillside Moll, Sept. 14 to 19th. in­
clusive during shopping hours. 37
SCOTGSH COUNTRY DANCING for 
fun and exercise, begins September 
22nd lor beginners, September 24 lor 
Intermodloles, 7:30 Sonsbury School. 
Reglslrulion at Ponoromo leisure 
Centro. For further information 
phono 656-2128 or656-6l07,
The Womon'i Canadian Club ol 
Victoria invites you lo o noon lun­
cheon (12:00 o'clock) in Iho Empress 
Bollroom on Wodnosdoy; Soplombor 
23, 1981. In Iho presence ol Iho Hon, 
H.P. Boll-Irving and Mrs. Boll-h ving. 
Speaker; Lord Moron, K.C.M.A., 
Brilish High ' Commissioner lo 
Canada. Members of Iho Men's 
Conodlon Club ore welcome. Tickets 
available ol Standard Furniture Store 
on Thursdoy, Sopl. 10. from 10:00 
o.m. to 2.00 p.m, Momborsbip 
$10.00, lunctioon $0,00.
JOIN A NETWORK, vxomon's open 
support group, Inlorosled in growth 
Ihrough shoring ond coring, Storting 
Wr.ihioxdoy Sopt 23,130 a30p,rn. 
(no chorgo), Group Irindnr, Deo 
Bollin. Pro rogUlrollon ol Corpmunlty 
Counselling Conlro, 9BI3-5lh Si, 656- 
1247, _ 37
wFsTlRN'cANADJVs'iorg^^^^^^^^
solo nnrj shnvr. Vancouver Islands 
Anilqurif. and Colloclablos 5lh Annual 
Fall roirn, Ecquimall Sports Ciinirn, 
Vltloiict, 1I,C, Soplembrxr in, 19, and 
20lh. for infutmnilon phono Juhmo 
112-470 6000 tir Don 112-3113.6211. 
no-3 7
rORNER ItORF CAMPBEII RIVER
Irutrl, Innlrlingi, stock ond equipment,
in; (Kin on iis.noo oo, dovra
Veridrjfs Will hnid ninrigoga ol 164i, 
Phaneofiei 9 OOp.m 1 l2-2IWi-1218, 
no ,'17
lARN MOHEVi lAVI MONIVlT,«orn 
inenm* to* Preporolion ol bom* Tor 
Ire* brotbure, no ofxltoolln. writeIJ A 
R Triti Schools, 114# Mom $it**i, 
i'X(iirapf,g, M<qtiiUxt.«x Kvl’l ,156, I'lu 40
Classes tiegln Sept, ITtli
HAR Block will loach you lo 
fvopnio Incorrio Tax ro- 
liirns in a spoclal 13-1/2 
wocik iLilflon coiirno.
• Cour««« cov«r current 
tax IflWR
• Cnrotmeril ofien to nil 
»0<e«
• No prevloux training or 
experience nKiulreri
• Full or part Mrn4» employ- 
menl with iih available 
to quallfleil oraduatea
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TendeJS are invited lor perlormance ol 
Sidney Hural Route No, 3. Involved is sorla- 
lion, delivery and collection ol mail lo and Irorn 
boxes along Ihe route described, including 
transaction ol other postal business, A motor 
car Is required.
Details may be obtained al Ihe Sidney Post 
Oltice or al the address below, lenders must 
be received by September 30. 1981 al:
Mail Distribution 
B.C, & Yukon Postal District 








Fiaai Walei licence Sandovei
Spring. iUilhrjii/es the Piversicn and use 
of i.i'OO gallons a day o! waier tot 
domestic purposes on Section ‘t. Range 
2. fast lying west ol Las» Saanich Hoad, 
North Saanich Disinci
Fhis licence lias hecome suhiecl to 
cancellation loi faiUire hy the licensee tor 
three successive yeais lo make 
heneticfal use ol the water lor Ihe pur­
pose and in the manner aulhori/ed under 
the licence.
Notice Is Hereby given tnai unless cause 
lo the contrary is shov^n within 60 days 
of Ihe dale of the fourth publication of 
Ihrs nolJce the said Ircence will be 
cancelled.
P M. Brady





SENIORS (60 or rnoro) New to Sidney? 
Don't know -anyone? The Silver 
fhroods Centre offers classes, ac* 
tivitios and a warm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or coll us at 656* 
5S37.  ______________________ jf
MEET NEW FRIENDS, singles ond 
couples. Loom to square dance every 
Wed. starling Sept. 30, coll 478-4542 
or 479 2958, Spores 'n' Poirs.^
SIDNEY TWIRLERS AND DRUM CORPS 
registration, Thursdoy. Sept. 10 ond 
17 * 6 - 8 p.iYi. Sidney Elementary 
Gym. Boys and Girls, Twirlers 5 yrs. 
and up; drummers 8 yrs. and up. Info. 
656-6098 or 656-4429. 37
Brentwood Bay Pallette Club. Wed. 
Sept. 30th, and Thurs. Oct. 1st, at 
Shody Creek Church Hall. Tuition in 
basic drawing and painting. 
Instructors Frank Boss and Dorothy 
McCoy. For further Info, phono 656- 
2593 or 652-5694. 30
Pythian Sisters meet every 2nd 
Tuesday of the month. Anyone 
wishing to join please phone Mrs. M. 
Smith, 656-1582 forinfo. 38
Fall and winter clothing is now In the 
Solvation Army Thrift Stores at 7775 • 
2nd St. Sidney; 7174 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay; 2812 Bryn Maur. 
Langford and 713 Johnson St. Vic­
toria. 37
WANTED, Tuba Player for the Sanpen 
Rube Band. Phone me to arrange to 
got yourself encircled by this BBb 
King Sousaphone. We have fun. 18 
ycors or older. 656-4517; 656-1154. 38 
Community Basketball reglstrotlon, 
Monday Sopt, 21 from 7 • 6 p.m. 
Brentwood Commynity Hail; Cordova 
Bay Community Hall and Keating 





McCUlGAN — In Appreciation — 
Doris would like me to thank 
everyone who mode her last days so 
bearable and happy, included: oil 
numerous friends, very wonderful 
staff at Saanich Peninsulo Hospital, 
Dr. P. Walsh and Rev. H. Pratt, A.M. 
8 A.F. Branch #302, Many thanks. Jim 
McGuigan. 3089-37
HEWLETT — In peoce and dignity. 
William David, of Sidney, B.C., 
beloved husband of Moide. Loving 
father of Alon and Betty. Jan ond 
Peter, and Peter and Maureen, Proud 
grandfather of Michael and Martyne, 
Bradley. Geoffrey, Stephen, Susan. 
David, Grant, Michael, Trinia, and 
Jonathan, Family members who will 
also miss him ore Gem and Jo, 
Morgery, Jocelyn, Alleen. Dck? and 
Jane. Many other nephews and 
nieces, great nephews and nieces 
and one great greot niece. Christy 
lee.
Service was held In Holy Trinity 
Church, North Saanich Wednesdoy, 
September 9. at 2 p.m. Father Don 
Mollins officioted. If so desired 
donations to Holy Trinity Church 
would be appreciated. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society of B.C. 
and First Memorial Services.
ONE-WAY
You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers Ihrouyhout B.C. 








9390 East Saanich Poad 









•86 sq. ft. of 
sail area. 
•Floatation Cells 






































9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
m
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Floors - Carpets 



























































"l-'rotn listiniate to 
ln.stallatiun - 
Three Weeks!"
7177 W. SA'VNICH RD.
652-9525
Electrical Systems Ltd.
For your electrical construction, addi 





Gorr.”r/im<'nf <u‘n{fio(i (ci'/irih 
rkirt K.’lfh 35 }/<,Y<r.s vTvpi'rffnrv.’ 









Rcwiiinc), eledric heatinr) le- 
palra, appliance connections,





(. ■iiiniiu,'i( l.il Winiu; 







If your car's 
out of shape 
you get ria of It, 






Fur all your ruuliiift needs. 
Shakes, Slitnules, Tar 




















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




I • UACrKIlMi: IV'ORK 
® CkL'I' W’WHK 
1® TRUCKING
“NoJob Tmi Larfri- 
or T4M» SniaU”
10134
■' 'Park Rcl. ■










Truckihtj, lixcavallny and 
Backhoe wrjik.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
"1rPolROIl'SExcavating
I & Tractor h Service Ltd. Ib.Tckl’uie 'M'rvjet' 
phiwinp, uilliv.iiinn 










ptupafalii.ut I liMif Olid Iu.iDd! .
656-6S73
Bnckhoo Work, Trucking
PACK FniUNCi ^ lOAOlNfi 
htl'TIC TANKfi
fiiTm nrna
SfV,'i:R f.Tr)tHM pRAiNS 
WATrn i.iNcrT
2320 Amherni, Sidney 
Leviiie Sevigny 656-3583















‘Lawns, seed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing
‘Planting & designs 
‘Maintenance
652-3083
G. 65 W. 
Landscaping Ltd.
RthsidiMitial. (loinnu'in icil niul 
(iolF(jruiSt* (Uiiisirmtion.






niESr.L AND iiAH 
(loniplcie lii.'riaHHlinn.s
Krhuildingexhaust systems, rorjile- 
asure. eoitunercial anil Itshing




V Factory Aulhorlzed Servl-Contre 
^VINRUDE i JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Also Sorvlce lor
HONDA i SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
m^rui/er
Mon, - Sal.
I 8:00 a.m. ■ 8:00 p.m.'































Service Residential - 
Commercial
"Biy or siiiiill 
wo will do lliL’iii nil."
















« 22 years pliimhitiir 
e,\[)erieiife in H.C.
® Speei.-il rates lor 
peiisioiier.s
* New homes













New Construction. Renovations 
Repair Work: ' .:
T'9883;. 7th
: ' ' Licensed Plumbers









'**• •Serving Saanlcli 







i'*ii'A' Ay I’ V iT'^ ' V ir i'
•RC/|,8 7,oliith'' ‘
.'I iTni''iV‘iI'.'S'JK-» Yi','.
Don't bo disappointed!,.. 





















9:30 • 5,30 
(Fii. IIII 9) J
ELBBIE’S
MAINTENANCE
Drain tile installation, 
wooden gutter cleaning, 















Duality Work - Ftea Estimatss
Finishing Carpentry, Renovallons, 
Basement Suites,- etc. Retersneea 
available.
656-7370
Repairs lo Lawnmoweri, ■ ' 
7 Otirtnsiws.-Metorovcles, etc:
- -Tuite^lips '■■ ■
10134 McDonald Pali! gd7
J.B. SHEET METIL LTD.
: 6485 OLO'ElELO RD., R.R. «3’
VICTORIA, B.C., V8X 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL j ; 
•Heat Punips'«Alr Conditioning;
Phone ; JAY BULL 




‘ ' ’(I* ; '■ W'
’jii-’v;'HI r.i / dice "''Oooo ^
SIDNEY GLASS
Mairin®, Aulo A Saltty Qlaii 












9N12 • 4tli fit., »ldn«y
.1 J0H4 Medantld Pirk Bri, 
"Tir^Tj ■ ■ '' '
■ Makers Of firio ■ 
,Wood Stovaa a 
. yRroj^laco Insarta
|f?5fr54^1
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District of North Saanich
TM SALE
Take notice that the following parcels of real proper­
ty will be offered for sale by public auction in the Coun­
cil Chambers of the District of North Saamch, 1620 
Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on September 30th, 
1981 at the hour of 10:00 a.m., unless the delinquent 
taxes together with interest accrued thereon, are 
sooner paid.
1. Lot 15, Bloch 59, Section 19, Range 3 West, Plan 
1211 North Saanich Land District - Tuam Road
2. Lot 17, Block 11, Section 20, Range 1 West Plan 
1787 North Saanich Land District - 1248 Clayton 
Road
3. Lot A, Section 1, Ranges 3 ’'4 East Plan 24232 




Opening bids a ‘shocker" 
' for North Saanich
Rise in bus system costs predicted
North Saanich got a 
nasty shock when the 
bids for the year’s 
paving program were 
opened on Monday. 
Cost had been 
estimated at $39,600, 
but the lowest bid was 
$81,800.
Faced with a price 
more than double the 
estimate, the public 
works committee was 
to meet Tuesday 
afternoon to consider 
a scaled-down 
program that would 
cost $47,583.
Main item deleted 
was 1100 feet of Wain 
Road at $30,755. Part 
of this would
probably not have 
been done in any 
event, as it had been 
planned to have the 
new water line laid 
before the road was 
paved and that now 
awaits the result of a 
public vote.
The other deletion 
was the section of 
Kedge Anchor road 
east of Inwood. Still 
on the program were 
Dunn Road, the 
balance of Kedge 
Anchor, Marshall 
Road, Dalkeith Road 
and West Saanich 
Road north of Lands 
End.
Heavy increases in 
the use of the bus 
system and also in 
municipal taxation to 
pay for it are 
predicted in a Capital 
Regional District brief 
summarized for North 
Saanich council by 
Aid. Jim Cumming.
For the Saanich 
Peninsula the brief 
anticipates an increase 
in bus use from 
200,000 trips in 1980 
to 1,200,000 trips in 
1985. This would be 
an average of 40 bus 
rides a year for every
resident of the three 
municipalities.
Overall cost of 
operating the bus 
system is expected to 
increase in five years 
from $12.2 million to 
$41 million, and the 











values are high in 
North Saanich local 
taxpayers will pay 
more than average 
towards the bus
He suggested that 
to get value for the 
money North Saanich 
should improve its 
road system to ac­
commodate the buses. 
This did not go down 
at all well with Aid. 
Jay Rangel, who 
wants the Urban 
Transit Authority to 
provide small buses 
suitable for the Deep 
Cove area’s narrow, 
winding roads.
Aid. Cumming also




tersection of Lands 
End Road and the 
Schwartz Bay High­
way. He said that 
there was a recom­
mendation for an 
overpass at some 
future date but the
only thing the 
ministry would do at 
the present time was 
to pay half the cost of 
traffic control lights.
Council did not 
take kindly to the idea 
of spending $16,500 
on the lights, and 
referred the matter to 






and Institutional Design 
Renovation 
Building Surveys 
Complete Service throughoul 
Design and Construction
Ladislaiv Holovsky, Architect
Oevan Avenue. Sidney. 0 C . V8L 1W6 










Manning Press (604) 656-0171
9825 - 3rd Street,
P.O. Box 2608 Sidney, 
British Columbia
Members of the 
North Saanich 
Advisory Planning 
Commission are not 
happy in their 
relationship with the 
municipal council, 
and on Tuesday they 
told the council about 
it in no uncertain 
terms.
Chairman John 
Lapham quoted a 
former council 
member who referred 
to the APC as “just 
another damn 
pressure group”. He 
said that from the way 
that council dealt with 
the commission’s 
recommendations and 
the choices made 
about what was or 
was not referred to it, 
“I don’t think sup­





21.2Q KEATSMS X RD. 652-5632
OPEN SUNDAYS -10:00 - 5:00




referred to lack of 
action by the council 
to open up three 
existing public access 
routes to beaches 
along Towner Park 
Road, which were 
described as the best 
beaches in North 
Saanich. Other sore 
points were lack of 
action on a tree-cuting 
bylaw, and placement 




that they did a lot of 
work on the matters 
that were referred to 
them, and when their 
recommendations 
were not followed 
they would at least 
like an explanation 
why.
Council members 
agreed that this 
should be done, and 
the discussion ended 
amicably.
ANCIENT ANCHOR STOLEN
Dragging an anchor 
is a common enough 
occurrence at a 
seaside town, and 
stealing one isn’t 
unusual either, but 
not every thief drags 
an anchor across a 
parking lot.
That’s what seems 
to have happened at 
the Hotel Sidney on 
the night of Sep­
tember 2, when an old
anchor mounted as a 
decoration outside the 
lobby door was 
broken loose, leaving 
behind only drag 
marks on the 
blacktop.
The anchor was 
about three and a half 
feet high, old, and 
rusty. Hotel manager 
Dennis Paquette 
coldn’t put a value on
It.





for those who operate or plan to operate 
any type of pleasure boat (Power or Sail) 
classes will be conducted locally at North 
Saanich & Stelly’s Schools. Pick up a 
brochure at local marinas, boat and 
boating equipment outlets, Cornish's or
phone
656-2172 or 658-1090
Registration — First Come Basis
at JONATHAN S
JEANS ’n’ CORDS
—Wrangler, GWG, Le Culottier, Brittania, Pentimon- 
to, Sergio, Valonte
SAVE UP TO 25% NOW
SPECIAL FEATURE:





• 100% polyester 
•machine wash'n'dry




SAVE UP TO 25®”
Introductory Specials
Men’s CASUAL SHIRTS
by ‘Wrangler, Apple Boo, Lancer, BVD'
SAVE 20 to 40 percent





SUIT & BLAZER CLEARANCE 
SAVE UP TO 40%
• 100”/) wool suits, plains and patlorriod 
•navy A brown wool, poly wool blazers 
•groy, chocolaio cord blazers
Light-weight Two. and 
Three Piece SUITS
by 'Edon'




Reg, 119,00   .. . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
SLACKS




3 Piece WOOL SUITS
by ‘Jantzon’
•plains and patterns 
•grey, camel, medium brown
JACKETS
Reg, 95.00  .... . . . . . . . . . SALE
SLACKS Jj/lOO
SKIRTS r ffl 50
Reg. 68,00,,   .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SALE
m
Croat Selection of TIES
by ’Hardy, Amios, Currie, olc.’
RagularU) 15,00 IS99
SALE H oach
JOHATIf AH S. uo.
MEN’S & LADIES WEAR




•85'/o cotton, 15% polyester
•burgundy, navy, chocolate, black
Regular 110.00 OOOO
saleCJO
•Altaralimt «xtri tm sale rtttrcltandiie only.
•No refumit on tale items
•Some tale itemt limited in tire, quantity and tlyle.
' MniNB
WS4 ,
652-5722
OPEN
MON.-SAT,
10-6
mm
